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available from: U. S. Geol . Surv . , Water
Resour
.
Div., Urbana, IL, United States.
Water-resources investigations.
Zuehls, E. E.; and Ryan, G. L. (investigators).
Water quality in the coal areas of Illinois
[abstr.]: Geological Survey Professional
Paper, No. 1275. p. 226. 1981.
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SUBJECT INDEX
absolute age see also
geochrono I ogy ; isotopes
absolute age--dates
pear: Sedimentology and
palynology of middle
Wisconsinan deposits in
the Pecatonica River
valley, Wisconsin and
Illinois (Whittecar, G.
R 1 chard
)
sedi ment s : lead-210
analyses of sediment
accumulation rates in five
southern Illinois surface
mine lakes (Brugam,
Richard B
.
)
wood: Illinois State
Geological Survey
radiocarbon dates V
(Coleman, Dennis D.)
Illinois State
Geological Survey
radiocarbon dates VI
(Coleman, Dennis D. )
Illinois State
Geological Survey
radiocarbon dates VII
(Liu, Chao L 1 )
aeromagnetic surveys see
magnetic surveys under
geophysical surveys
Agnatha--mi seel 1 anea
Pennsy I v ani an : New
agnathous fishes from the
Pennsy 1 van i an of Illinois
(Bardack, David)
algal f lora--biostrat igraphy
Devonian: Distribution of
Devonian algae, Foerstia,
in the Appalachian and
Illinois basins (Kepferle,
R . C. )
archaeology see also under
st rat l graphy
archeology see archaeology
under stratigraphy
areal geology
Danville: A guide to the
geology of the Danville
area (Reinertsen, David
L. )
Lake County: A guide to the
geology of the Zion-Lake
Bluff area (Reinertsen,
David L
.
)
maps: Geologic map of the
Lusk Creek Roadless Area,
Pope County, Illinois
(Klasner
, J. S
.
)
Monroe County: A guide to
the geology of the
Water 1 oo-Va 1 meyer area
(Reinertsen, David L.)
New Madrid region: New
Madrid se i smotecton i c
study; activities during
fiscal year 1979
(Buschbach, T
. C
.
)
Peoria: Urban geology of
America; Peoria, Illinois
( Anonymous
)
arseni c--geochemi stry
soils: Effect of pH on
adsorption of arsenic and
selenium from landfill
leachate by clay minerals
( Frost . R . R
.
)
Arthropoda--f aunal studies
Devon i an : Early
invertebrate terrestrial
faunas (Rolfe, W. D. Ian)
artifacts see archaeology
under stratigraphy
associations see also museums;
survey organizations
automatic data
processing--economic geology
natural gas: Analyses of
natural gas in Illinois
( Meent s . Wayne F .
)
automatic data
process i ng--engi neer i ng
geology
geol og i c hazards ; Seismic
response mapping of Saint
Louis County (Stephenson,
R ichard W
.
)
automatic data
process ing--hydrogeol ogy
hydrology: A comprehensive
inventory of Illinois
stream characteristics
( Frank , Thomas D
.
Assessment and
classification of selected
Illinois lakes through the
application of space
technology (Schaeffer,
David J
.
)
Aves--Neorni thes
Quaternary ; A prehistoric
archaeological record of
the Pomarine Jaeger,
Stercorarius Pomarinus
(Temminck), from central
Illinois (Parmalee, Paul
W. )
beryl 1 i urn- -abundance
breccia pipes: Bertrandite
at Hicks Dome, Hardin
County, Illinois (Baxter,
James W
. )
beryl 1 ium--geochemi stry
soi Is: Limestone liner for
1 andf ill 1 eachates
containing beryllium,
cadmium, iron, nickel, and
zinc (Artiola, J.)
birds see also Aves
boreholes see under
interpretation under
wel 1-1 oggi ng
burrows see ichnofossils
cadmium--geochemi stry
soi Is: Limestone liner for
landfill leachates
containing beryllium,
cadmium, iron, nickel , and
z l nc ( Art i ol a , J . )
Canada see also Great Lakes;
Great Lakes region
carbon- -abundance
sediments: Chemical
characteristics of lake
sediments (Barcelona,
M ichael J . )
carbonate rocks see unaer
sedimentary rocks
carbonates see under minerals
cartography see under maps
catalogs—economic geology
natural gas: Analyses of
natural gas in Illinois
( Meents , Wayne F .
)
catalogs— structural geology
t ectoni cs: Structural
features in Illinois; a
compendium (Treworgy,
jani s D . )
caves see under solution
features under geomorphol ogy
cement materials see
construction materials under
economic geology
21
chemical anal ys i s /economic geology
chemical analysis see also
electron microscopy;
spectroscopy
clastic rocks see under
sedimentary rocks
clastic sediments see under
sea i merits
clay mi neralogy--areal studies
A t tenuat 1 on of
pol ybromi nated biphenyls
and nexacn 1 orobenzene by
earth materials (Griffin,
R . A . )
The Dwight m l nera 1 ogi ca
1
zone of tne Yorkville Till
Member, nortneastern
Illinois ( K i 1 1 ey , Myrna
M. )
clays see also under economic
geology; see also under
economic geology under
M i Owes t
climate, ancient see
pa 1 eoc
1
imatology
coal see also under economic
geology;see also under
economic geology under
Utan;see also under organic
residues under sedimentary
rocks
coa 1 - -product i on
production control: Effects
of moisture on strata
control in coal mines
(Chugn, Yoginder P.)
concretions see under
secondary structures under
sedimentary structures
congresses see symposia
conservation see also under
SOI 1 s
construction materials see
also under economic geology
Crinoidea see under
Ecb i nodermata
crystal chemistry see also
crystal structure; minerals
crystal growth see also
crystal structure; minerals
crystal structure see also
m i nera 1
s
crystal structure--ri ng
si 1 icates
bert randi t
e
: Bertrandite at
Hicks Dome, Hardin County,
Illinois (Baxter, James
W. )
crystallography see also
m l nera 1 ogy
dams see also under
engineering geology
def ormat i on- -experimental
studies
yield st rengt
h
;
Thermomechan l ca 1
properties of Galesville
Sandstone (Blacic, J. D. )
deposition see under
sed i menta
t
i on
deposition of ores see mineral
deposits, genesis
deuterium see also hydrogen
deuter i urn-- i sotopes
D/H-. A stabl e- l sotopic view
of the Cambro-Ordov i
c
i an
aquifer system in northern
Illinois (Grundl, Timothy
J. )
Devonian see also under
strat igraphy ; see also under
stratigraphy under Kentucy
diagenesis see also
sedimentat ion
di agenesi s- -processes
pressure: Experimental
development of porosity in
carbonate rocks under
simulated deep burial
conditions; I, Oomoldic
porosity in Mi ss i ss lpp lan
oolitic limestone (Rich,
D. W. )
di agenesi s- -sedimentat i on
processes: Lower
Mi ss i ss ippi an Fort Payne
Formation of southern
Illinois (Tripp, Angela
M. )
earthquakes see under geologic
hazards; sei smol ogy ; see also
engineering geology;
se l smo 1 ogy ; see also under
engineering geology under
Midwest;see also under
seismology under Mississippi
Val ley
earthquakes --effects
occurrence : Earthquakes,
May-June 1981 (Person,
Waver 1 y J . )
Eastern Hemisphere see also
Europe
Echi nodermata--Cri noi dea
Silurian: New Manicrinidae
(Crinoidea, Inadunata,
Dendrocr i ni na ) from the
Silurian of Illinois and
Indiana (Frest, T. J.)
Echi nodermata- -Styl ophora
Ordovician: Anoma 1 ocys t i t i
d
mi t rates
(Styl ophora- Ech i nodermata
)
from the Champlainian
(Middle Ordovician)
Guttenoerg Formation of
the Upper Mississippi
Valley region (Kolata,
Denni s R
.
)
echinoderms see also
Echi nodermata
economic geology
clays: Clay resources of
the Midwest states
( Murray, H
.
H
.
)
coal: Coa 1 i f i cat i on of
tissues in a coal ball
from the Illinois basin
(Hatcher, P . G
.
)
Faults and their effect
on coal mining in Illinois
(Nelson, W. John)
Geology and geochemistry
of sphalerite in coal
(Cobb, James Collins)
Liquefaction of Kentucky
and Illinois coals in a
batch microreactor
(Cronauer , D . C
.
)
Only minable coal is
salable coal (Treworgy,
Col in G . )
Sohio in new U.S. Steel
coal deal (Anonymous)
Strippable coal
resources of Illinois;
Part 7, Vermilion and
Edgar counties (Jacobson.
Russel 1 J . )
Strippable coal
resources of Illinois;
Part 8, Central and
southeastern counties
( Nance , Roger B
.
The future competitive
position of coal from the
Illinois Basin (Bhagwat,
Subhash)
construction materials:
Glacial legacy (Watts,
A 1 i ce Mar i e
)
energy sources : Permit
requirements for energy
and other natural
resources for the State of
I 1 1 i noi s ( I nd iana
University, School of
Public and Environmental
Affairs)
The Cottage Grove fault
system in southern
Illinois (Nelson, W. John)
f ue I resources
:
Developments in East
central states in 1967
(van den Berg, Jacob)
East-Central states
( L indau , Robert D . )
Petroleum industry in
I 1 1 inois , 1980; Part 1
,
Oil and gas developments;
Part 2, Waterflood
operations (van den Berg,
Jacob
)
Regional setting of the
Cambro-Ordov i c i an in the
Illinois Basin (Avila,
John
)
gravel deposi t s
:
Appl i cat i on of
sed i mentol ogy to
development of sand and
gravel resources in
McHenry and Kane counties,
northeastern Illinois
(Cobb, James C
.
)
Exploration and
assessment of offshore
sand and gravel, western
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economic geology/engineering geology
Lake Michigan ( We 1 k i e
,
Carol J
.
)
/ ead-z i nc depos i t
s
: Gangue
mineral /87_Sr//86_Sr
ratios and the origin of
mississippi valley-type
mineralization (Kessen, K.
M. )
Strontium isotope
compos i t ions of
mississippi valley-type
deposits enclosed in
Cambrian, Ordovician and
Mi ss i ss ippian host
carbonates (Woodruff,
M ichael S
.
)
limestone deposits:
High-cal c lum
,
high-reflectance limestone
resources of Illinois
(Goodwin, Jonathan H.)
mineral resources: Illinois
Institute of Natural
Resources project list,
January 1, 1981 (Illinois
Institute of Natural
Resources, Environmental
Management Division)
The mineral industry of
Illinois (Hill, James J.)
natural gas: Analyses of
natural gas in Illinois
( Meents , Wayne F
.
)
Natural gas potential of
the New Albany Shale Group
(Devon lan-Mississippian)
in southeastern Illinois
(Cluf f . Robert M .
nonmetal deposits: A guide
to the geology of the
Danville area (Reinertsen,
David I . )
A guide to the geology
of the Water 1 oo-Va 1 meyer
area (Reinertsen, David
L. )
peat: Peat in the United
States (Singleton, R. H.)
pet rol eum: Geologic
structure of the base of
the New Albany Shale Group
in Illinois (Stevenson, D.
L. )
sands: Application of
sed imentol ogy to
development of sand and
gravel resources in
McHenry and Kane counties,
northeastern Illinois
( Cobb . James C
.
)
Exploration and
assessment of offshore
sand and gravel, western
Lake Michigan (Welkie,
Carol J
.
)
uranium ores: Aerial
radiometric and magnetic
survey, Burlington
National Topographic Map,
I 1 1 inois/I owa/M i ssour i ;
New York- I 1 1 i no i s Project
(Geodata International)
Aerial radiometric and
magnetic survey, Ou i ncy
National Topographic Map,
Illinois/Missouri; New
York- I 1 1 i noi s Project
(Geodata International)
Aerial radiometric and
magnetic survey, St. Louis
National Topographic Map,
Illinois/Missouri; New
York- I 1 1 i no i s Project
(Geodata International)
Airborne gamma-ray
spectrometer and
magnetometer survey;
Peoria, Decater,
Belleville quadrangles
( I L
. ) ; final report (High
Life Helicopters)
Data report; Illinois,
Indiana, Kentucky,
Tennessee, and Ohio;
hydrogeochemica 1 and
stream sediment
reconna i ssance ( Sargent
,
Kenneth A
.
)
water resources : Assessment
of public groundwater
supplies in Illinois
(
V
i socky , A . P
. )
Chicago region's
valuable water resources;
discussion (Moore,
Herbert
)
Ground-water resources
of northern Vermilion
County, Illinois (Kempton,
John P
.
Illinois (Anonymous)
Regionalizing water
quality; the Province
mode 1 ( Wa 1 1 ace , Debb i e L . )
The Chicago region's
valuable water resources;
closure (Keifer, Clint J.)
The national ground
water picture (Eisel, Leo
M . )
educat ion--envi ronmental
geology
objectives: The effect of
the National Environmental
Education Act on secondary
and elementary schools in
two mid-western states
(Grant, Ulyses Simpson,
III)
electrical surveys see under
geophysical surveys
electron microscopy see also
spectroscopy
electron microscopy--methods
transmission method:
Analytical transmission
electron microscopy in
minerals processing
( Fraser, H. L
.
)
energy sources see also under
economic geology
engineering geology see also
deformation; environmental
geology; ground water;
mining geology; rock
mechanics; soil mechanics
engineering geology
dams: Explorations for the
pile founded Lock & Dam
No. 26 replacement
(Hempen, Gregory L.)
earthquakes: On the use of
the frequency-magnitude
relation in earthquake
risk assessment (Johnston.
Arch C.
)
geol ogi c hazards : Seismic
response mapping of Saint
Louis County (Stephenson,
R ichard W
. )
land subsidence: Mine
subsidence in Illinois;
facts for the homeowner
considering insurance
(DuMontelle, Paul B.)
Sinkhole-type subsidence
over abandoned coal mines
in St. David, Illinois
(Wildanger, Edward George)
The influence of certain
geologic and geotechnical
factors on coal mine floor
stability; a case study
(Speck, R. C . )
mining geol ogy : Geologic
investigation of roof and
floor strata; 1 ongwa 1
1
demonstration, Old Ben
Mine No
.
24 ; f i na
1
technical report; Part 1
( Bauer , Robert A
.
)
reservoirs: Prevention of
shoreline erosion by
physical and structural
methods (Niccum, Dwight
A. )
rock mechanics: Caissons
socketed in sound mica
schist; discussions and
closure (Bushel 1, Ted D.)
Moisture absorption and
swelling behavior of the
Dykersburg Shale (Chugh,
Y . P . )
Thermomechanica 1
properties of Galesville
Sandstone (Blacic, J. D.)
slope stability: Model
studies of induced slope
failures for strip mine
reclamation (Clemence, S
P. )
soi / mechan i cs :
Preconso 1 idat ion pressure
predicted using S/u_/- rho
ratio (Anderson, T. C.)
tunnels: Geotechnical
investigation for the Des
P 1 a i nes River system
Subject Index 23
engineering geology/environmental geology
tunnels and shafts
(Gr imes , Wal ter W . )
underground installations:
Evaluation of the St.
Peter Sandstone and
Joachim Dolomite for
compressed air energy
storage, with emphasis on
thermal properties
(Swingen, Regina Anne J
Swelling behavior of
Illinois coal shales
(Huang, Scott Lin)
ivasre di sposal : Argonne
National Laboratory site,
Illinois (Olimpio, J. C.)
Chicago region's
valuable water resources;
discussion (Moore,
Herbert
)
Eva 1 uat i on of
1 aooratory-produced
leachates used for
environmental assessment
of coal refuse (Schuller,
Rudolph M.
)
Evaluation of trench
subsidence and
stabilization at Sheffield
low-level radioactive
waste disposal facility,
Sheffield, Illinois; final
report; October 15. 1980 -
March 30. 1981 (Kahle, R.)
Problems in shallow land
disposa 1 of sol id
low-level radioactive
waste in the United States
( Stevens , P . R
.
)
Radioactive waste-burial
s i tes in 1 1
1
i no i s
(01 impio, J . C
.
Registry of wells for
use in underground
injection of wastewater,
1972-1975; a summary of
opera t i ona
1
characteristics of
injection wells in the
Ohio Valley region (Ohio
River Valley Sanitation
Commi ss i on
Shallow land burial of
low-level radioactive
wastes in the USA
(Robertson, John B )
Sheffield, Illinois
( Foster
,
James B
.
)
waterways: Stage-discharge
relations at dams on the
Illinois and Des Plaines
rivers in Illinois ( Mades
,
D. M. )
The response of the
Middle Mississippi to
human presence; 1821-1974
( CI emence
, S . P .
)
environmental geology see also
engineering geology
environmental geology
cart ograpny ;
Three-dimensional geologic
mapping for environmental
studies in Illinois
(Kempton, John P.
)
educat i on : The effect of
the National Environmental
Education Act on secondary
and elementary schools in
two mid-western states
(Grant, Ulyses Simpson,
III)
geologic hazards: Mine
subsidence in Illinois;
facts for the homeowner
considering insurance
(DuMontelle, Paul B.)
impact statements: Locks
and dam No. 26,
Mississippi River, Alton,
111. (U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers, Assistant
Secretary of the Army
(Civil Works ) )
The Kankakee River
yesterday and today
(Ivens, J. Loreena)
land use: Geophysical
i nvest i gat i on of
archeol ogical sites
(Leith. C . J. )
Land use and land cover
and associated maps for
Vincennes, Indiana,
Illinois, Kentucky (U. S.
Geological Survey)
Land use and land cover,
1972-76. St. Louis.
Missouri; Illinois (U. S.
Geological Survey)
Permit requirements for
energy and other natural
resources for the State of
1 1
1
i no i s (I ndiana
University, School of
Public and Environmental
Affairs )
Sediment transport and
water qua 1 lty during urban
development in Illinois
( Anonymous
)
Soil variability on
surface-mined and
undisturbed land in
southern Illinois
( I ndorante , S . J . )
maps: Land use and land
cover and associated maps
for Vincennes, Indiana,
Illinois, Kentucky (U. S.
Geological Survey)
Land use and land cover.
1972-76
, St . Lou i s
,
Missouri; Illinois (U. S.
Geological Survey)
pollution: An organics
detection system for the
Ohio River (Weaver, L.)
Attenuation of
pol ybromi nated biphenyls
and hexachl orobenzene by
earth materials (Griffin,
R. A. )
Characterization of a
contaminant plume in
ground water, Meredosia,
Illinois (Naymik, Thomas
G. )
Geochemistry of drainage
from a coal refuse pile.
Pyramid Mine, Perry
County, Illinois (Gruner,
Denm s B . )
Governmental responses
to the problem of
sedimentation (Gross,
David L
.
)
Ground-water flow
effects from strip mining
in Illinois (Galloway, D.
L. )
Illinois groundwater
problems and needs (Moore,
J. S. )
Major problems of lake
water quality in Illinois
(Meyer , Michael
)
Radioactive waste-burial
s i tes in 1 1 1 i noi
s
(01 impio. J . C . )
Water quality in the
coal areas of Illinois
(Zuehls, E . E . )
226Ra and 228Ra in
ground water of the
Cambr i an-Ordov i c ian
aquifer system in northern
Illinois (Gilkeson, Robert
H. )
reel amat i on: An historical
review of the Kankakee
River basin development
( Bhowmi k , Nani G . )
Problems in reclaiming
farmland in Illinois
( Grandt . Al ten F
.
)
Suitability of dredged
material for reclamation
of surface-mined land; the
Ottawa , I 1 1 i noi s
,
Demonstration Project
(Harrison, Wyman)
Surface mining and
reclamation; initial
changes in soil character
(Indorante, Sam J.)
waste di sposal :
Sludge-storage basins
recharge ground water in
Illinois (Patterson, G.
L. )
environmental geology--maps
cart ograpny ;
Three-dimensional geologic
mapping for environmental
studies in I 1 1 i noi
s
(Kempton, John P
.
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eolian f eatures/geomorphology i
eolian features see under
geomorpho 1 ogy
Europe--paleontology
1 avert ebrat a: Early
invertebrate terrestrial
faunas (Rolfe, W. D. Ian)
experimental studies see under
def ormat ion
faulting see faults
faults see also folds
f aul ts--displacements
i nterpret at i on : Structural
framework of the
Mississippi Embayment of
southern Illinois; annual
progress report; fiscal
year 1979 (Kolata, Dennis
R. )
normal faults: A stuOy of
Indiana fault locations,
displacements, attitudes
and ages within a 200-mile
radius of New Madrid,
Missouri; annual progress;
fiscal year 1979
( Su 1 1 l van, Dan M
.
)
strike-slip faults: The
Cottage Grove fault system
in southern Illinois
(Nelson, W. John)
ferns see also pter idophytes
fish see also Pisces
fluid inclusions—geologic
thermometry
interpretation: Geology and
geochemistry of sphalerite
in coal (Cobb, James
Col 1 ins )
ore-forming fluids:
Strontium isotope
compos i t ions of
Mississippi valley-type
deposits enclosed in
Cambrian, Ordovician and
Mi ss i ss i ppian host
carbonates (Woodruff,
M i chae 1 S
.
)
f
1
uori ne--geochemi stry
soi Is: F 1 uor i ne
distribution with depth in
relation to profile
development in Illinois
(Omuet i
, J. A . I . )
Regional distribution of
fluorine in Illinois soils
( Omuet 1 , J . A . I .
)
fluvial features see under
geomorpho 1 ogy
folding see folds
folds see also faults
f olds--style
anticlines: The Cottage
Grove fault system in
southern Illinois (Nelson,
W . John
)
trougns: Structural
framework of the
Mississippi Embayment of
southern Illinois (Kolata,
Denni s R . )
foliation see also folds
f oraminif era--f aunal studies
Mi ss i ss i ppi an: Early
M i ss l ss lppian
( K i nderhook i an) smaller
f Oram i n i f era from the
McCraney Limestone of
Missouri and Illinois
( Conk i n, James E . )
foraminifers see also
f orami ni f era
foundations see also rock
mechanics; soil mechanics
fuel resources see also under
economic geology; see also
under economic geology under
Midwest
gas inclusions see fluid
i nc 1 us i ons
genesis of ore deposits see
mineral deposits, genesis •
geochemistry
isotopes: 226Ra and 228Ra
in ground water of the
Cambr ian-Ordovician
aquifer system in northern
Illinois (Gilkeson, Robert
H. )
organic materials:
Attenuat ion of
ppl ybromi nated biphenyls
and hexachl orobenzene by
earth materials (Griffin,
R . A
. )
surface water: Gas
chromatographi c
determination of organic
compounds in river water
(Siefker, Joseph R.)
trace elements: Leaching of
metals and trace elements
from sul f i de-bear i ng coal
waste in southwestern
Illinois (Krothe, Noel C.)
geochemi stry- -processes
oxidation: Leaching of
metals and trace elements
from su 1 f i de-bear i ng coal
waste in southwestern
Illinois (Krothe, Noel C.)
geochemi stry--surveys
Data report; Illinois,
Indiana, Kentucky,
Tennessee, and Ohio;
hydrogeochem i ca 1 and
stream sediment
reconnaissance (Sargent,
Kenneth A
.
)
geochronology see also
absolute age
geochronology
Hoi ocene : Lead-210 analyses
of sediment accumulation
rates in five southern
Illinois surface mine
lakes (Brugam, Richard B.)
Quaternary: Illinois State
Geological Survey
radiocarbon dates V
(Coleman. Dennis D )
I 1
1
inois State
Geological Survey
radiocarbon dates VI
(Coleman, Dennis D.)
I 1 1 inoi s State
Geological Survey
radiocarbon dates VII
(Liu, Chao Li )
geologic hazards see also
under engineering geology;
environmental geology: see
also under engineering
geology under automatic data
process i ng
geologic hazards—control s
mines: Effects of moisture
on strata control in coal
mines (Chugh, Yoginder P. )
geologic hazards—earthquakes
ejects: Earthquakes,
May-June 1981 (Person,
Waver 1 y J . )
geologic thermometry see under
fluid i nc 1 us l ons
geologic time see absolute
age; geochronology
geomorphol ogy see also glacial
geol ogy
geomorphol ogy
fluvial features : Detecting
buried river channels by
satellite (Rabchevsky,
George A
.
)
glacial geol ogy : Ancient
dust storms in Illinois
(K i 1 1 ey , Myrna M . )
Comparison of glacial
events in Canterbury, New
Zealand, and Illinois,
U.S.A., during the last
75,000 years (Runge, E. C.
A. )
Glacial map of Illinois
( Wi 1 lman, H . B
.
)
Late Wisconsinan
proglacial sedimentation
along the West Chicago
Moraine in northeastern
Illinois (Fraser, Gordon
S. )
maps: Glacial map of
I 1 1 inois (WI 1 lman. H. B . )
Loess thickness in
Illinois ( Wi 1 lman. H . B .
)
Physiographic divisions
of Illinois (Anonymous)
sol ut i on features
:
Relationships between the
Roger and Porter cave
systems and Glacial Lake
Ou i ncy , Indiana, USA
( St runk , Kev in L .
)
geomorphol ogy--eol i an features
loess: Loess thickness in
1 1
1
inois ( W1 1 lman, H. B .
geomorphol ogy- -f luvi al
features
buried cnanne I s : Detecting
buried river channels by
satellite (Rabchevskv.
Subject Index 25
geomorpho logy/ground water
George A
. )
stream di seaui I i bri urn: The
extent of stream
disequilibrium in northern
Illinois (Goldman, Barbara
El len)
geomorphol ogy--l andf orm
descript ion
landscapes: Soil scape
analysis in terms of
pedogeomorphic fabric; an
explanatory study
(Habermann, Gail M.)
physiographic provinces:
Physiographic divisions of
I 1 1 1 no 1 s ( Anonymous
)
geomorphol ogy-- 1 andf orm
evolut ion
indicators: A suggested
technique for measuring
landscape changes through
archaeology (Neitzel,
Robert S . )
geomorphol ogy--sol ut i on
features
caves: Relationships
between the Roger and
Porter cave systems and
Glacial Lake Ouincy,
Indiana, USA (Strunk,
Kev in L . )
sinkholes: S i nkho 1 e- type
subsidence over abandoned
coal mines in St. David,
Illinois (Wildanger,
Edward George)
geophysical surveys see under
mineral exp 1 orat i on ; see
electrical surveys under
geophysical surveys; see
magnetic surveys under
geophysical surveys ; see
radioactivity surveys under
geophysical surveys; see
surveys under soils
geophysical surveys
electrical surveys:
Geophysical investigation
of archeo 1 og ica 1 sites
(Leith, C. J.
)
Ground-water resources
of northern Vermilion
County, Illinois (Kempton,
John P
.
)
magnetic surveys: Aerial
radiometric and magnetic
survey, Burlington
National Topographic Map,
1 1 1 i no is/ 1 owa/M i ssour i ;
New York- I 1 1 i no i s Project
(Geodata International)
Aeromagnetic map of
northwestern Illinois (U.
S. Geological Survey)
maps: Aerial radiometric
and magnetic survey,
Ou i ncy Nat lona
1
Topographic Map,
Illinois/Missouri; New
York- I 1 1 i no i s Project
(Geodata International)
Aerial radiometric and
magnetic survey, St. Louis
National Topographic Map,
Illinois/Missouri; New
York-Illinois Project
(Geodata International)
Aeromagnetic map of
northwestern Illinois ( U
.
S. Geological Survey)
radioactivity surveys :
Aerial radiometric and
magnetic survey,
Burlington National
Topographic Map,
I 1 1 inois/Iowa/Missouri ;
New York- I 1 1 i noi s Project
(Geodata International)
remote sensing: A
comprehensive inventory of
I 1 1 i noi s stream
characteristics (Frank,
Thomas D . )
Assessment and
classification of selected
Illinois lakes through the
application of space
technology (Schaeffer,
David J
.
)
ive I I - I oggi ng : Assessment of
a regional aquifer in
central Illinois (Burns,
Charl es B
.
)
Geophysical well logs
for dr i 1 1 hole UPH-3
,
Stephenson County,
Illinois (Daniels, J. J.)
The eastern margin of
the Burlington-Keokuk
(Valmeyeran) carbonate
bank in I 1 1 i no i s
(Lineback, Jerry A )
geophysics see also
deformation; engineering
geol ogy
geotechnics see engineering
geo 1 ogy
glacial geology see also
geomorpho 1 ogy
glacial geol ogy--gl aci at i on
deposition: Comparison of
glacial events in
Canterbury, New Zealand,
and Illinois, U.S.A.,
during the last 75,000
years (Runge, E. C. A.)
Late Wisconsinan
proglacial sedimentation
along the West Chicago
Moraine in northeastern
Illinois (Fraser, Gordon
S. )
Stratigraphy of till and
1 ake beds of late
Wisconsinan age in
Iroquois and neighboring
counties, Illinois (Moore,
David Warren)
dust storms: Ancient dust
storms in Illinois
( K i 1 1 ey , Myrna M . )
glaciation see under glacial
geol ogy
gravel deposits see also under
economic geo logy; see also
under economic geology under
Great Lakes
Great Lakes --economic geology
grave I depos its:
Exploration and assessment
of offshore sand and
gravel, western Lake
Michigan (Welkie, Carol
J. )
sands: Exploration and
assessment of offshore
sand and gravel , western
Lake Michigan (Welkie,
Carol J
.
)
Great Lakes--envi ronmental
geology
pollution: The Lake
Michigan pollution case; a
review and commentary on
the limnological and other
issues (Mortimer, Clifford
H. )
Great Lakes
region--strat igraphy
P I ei stocene : Stratigraphy
of till and lake beds of
late Wisconsinan age in
Iroquois and neighboring
counties, Illinois (Moore,
David Warren)
ground water see also
hydrogeo 1 ogy ; hydrology
ground watei surveys
A stabl e- i sotop i c view of
the Cambro-Ordovi
c
i an
aquifer system in northern
Illinois (Grundl, Timothy
J. )
Assessment of a regional
aquifer in central
Illinois (Burris, Charles
B. )
Assessment of public
groundwater supplies in
Illinois (Visocky, A. P.)
Characterization of a
contaminant plume in
ground water, Meredosia,
Illinois (Naymik, Thomas
G. )
Data report; Illinois,
Indiana, Kentucky,
Tennessee, and Ohio;
hydrogeochemica 1 and
stream sediment
reconnaissance (Sargent,
Kenneth A
.
)
Deep test wel
1
(Sherr i 11, M. G .
)
Ground-water flow
effects from strip mining
in Illinois (Galloway, D.
L. )
Ground-water resources
of northern Vermilion
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ground water/hydrology
County, Illinois (Kempton,
John P . )
Hydrogeology of surface
coal mines in Illinois
( L indorf f . David E . )
Illinois groundwater
problems and needs (Moore.
J. S. )
Large yields from
glacial drift and bedrock
formations (Lapham. W. W.)
Leaching of metals and
trace elements from
sul f i de-bear 1 ng coal waste
in southwestern Illinois
(Krothe, Noel C
.
)
Radioactive waste-burial
s 1 tes in I 1 1 i no i s
( 01 i mp i o , J . C . )
Sludge-storage basins
recharge ground water in
Illinois (Patterson, G.
L. )
The national ground
water picture (Eisel. Leo
M. )
Verification of the
potential yield and
chemical quality of the
shallow dolomite aquifer
in DuPage County, Illinois
(Sasman, Robert T.)
226Ra and 228Ra in
ground water of the
Cambrian-Ordovician
aquifer system in northern
Illinois (Gilkeson. Robert
H. )
gymnosperm flora see a I so
gymnosperms
gymnosperms--f loral studies
Pennsy I vani an -. A record of
life in rock (Korbus.
Janet M
.
)
gymnosperms --f ossl 1 ization
morphology: Permi nera 1 i zed
Alethopteris from the
Upper Pennsy 1 vani an of
Ohio and Illinois (Mickle,
James E
.
)
gymnosperms --pal eoecol ogy
Pennsy
'
van i an : Paleoecology
of Middle Pennsy 1 van i an
age coal swamps in
southern Illinois: Herrin
Coal Member at Sahara Mine
No. 6 ( Phi 1 1 ips, Tom L . )
Holocene see also under
geochronol ogy
hydrocarbons see under organic
mater i al s
hydrogen see also deuterium
hydrogen-
-
i sotopes
D/H : A stabl e- i sotop i c view
of the Cambro-Ordovic i an
aquifer system in northern
Illinois (Grundl, Timothy
J )
hydrogeology see also ground
water; hydrology
hydrogeology
ground water: A
stabl e- i sotopic view of
the Cambro-Ordov ic ian
aquifer system in northern
Illinois (Grundl, Timothy
J. )
Assessment of a regional
aquifer in central
Illinois (Burris, Charles
B. )
Assessment of public
groundwater supplies in
Illinois (Visocky, A. P.)
Deep test wel
1
(Sherri 11, M. G.
)
Ground-water resources
of northern Vermilion
County, Illinois (Kempton.
John P
.
)
Hydrogeology of surface
coal mines in Illinois
( L indorf f , David E . )
Illinois groundwater
problems and needs (Moore.
J. S. )
Large yields from
glacial drift and bedrock
formations (Lapham. W. W.)
Leaching of metals and
trace elements from
sul f ide-bear i ng coal waste
in southwestern Illinois
(Krothe, Noel C
.
)
Verification of the
potential yield and
chemical quality of the
shallow dolomite aquifer
in DuPage County, Illinois
(Sasman, Robert T.)
226Ra and 228Ra in
ground water of the
Cambrian-Ordovician
aquifer system in northern
Illinois (Gilkeson. Robert
H. )
hydro I ogy : A major water
quality problem in
Illinois; soil movement
from the watershed and
channel (Walker, Robert
D. )
A technique for
estimating time of
concentration and storage
coefficient values for
Illinois streams (Graf, J.
B. )
Assessment and
classification of selected
Illinois lakes through the
application of space
technology (Schaeffer,
David J
.
)
Chemical characteristics
of lake sediments
(Barcelona, Michael J.
)
Comparing urban runoff
models ( Singh, V . P . )
Hydraulics of flow in
the Kaskaskia River,
Illinois (Bhowmik, Nani
G. )
Hydrology of area 35,
Eastern region, Interior
coal province. Illinois
and Kentucky (Zuehls, E.
E. )
Index of surface-water
records to September 30.
1970; Part 3. Ohio River
basin (Anonymous)
Index of surface-water
records to September 30,
1970; Part 5. Hudson Bay
and upper Mississippi
River basins (Anonymous)
Longitudinal
stream-di spers ion
measurements (Graf. J. B.)
Major problems of lake
water quality in Illinois
(Meyer, Michael)
Procedures for the
col 1 ect i on of
representative water
quality data from
monitoring wells (Gibb.
James P . )
Quality of urban storm
runoff in Illinois
( Str legl , R . G.
)
Sediment analyses for
urbanizing watersheds
(Dyhouse. Gary R.)
Sedimentation ponds and
their impact on water
quality (Bucek, Milena F.)
Surface-mine hydrology.
I 1 1 inois (Brabets . T . P . )
The Chicago region's
valuable water resources;
closure (Keifer, Clint J.)
The extent of stream
disequilibrium in northern
Illinois (Goldman, Barbara
El len)
The Kankakee River
yesterday and today
( I vens , J. Loreena)
The Lake Michigan
pollution case; a review
and commentary on the
1 lmnological and other
issues (Mortimer, Clifford
H. )
hydrology see also ground
water; hydrogeology
hydrology--ri vers and streams
floodplains. Analyzing
floodplain policies using
an interdependent land use
allocation model (Hopkins,
Lewi s D
.
)
hydrol ogy--surveys
A comprehensive inventory of
I I 1 i no i s stream
characteristics (Frank,
Thomas D .
)
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hydro logy/1 and use
A major water quality
problem in Illinois; soil
movement from tne
watershed and channel
(Wal ker , Robert D
.
)
A technique for
estimating time of
concentration and storage
coefficient values for
Illinois streams (Graf, J.
B. )
Assessment and
classification of selected
Illinois lakes through the
application of space
technology (Schaeffer,
David J . )
Chemical characteristics
of lake sediments
(Barcelona, Michael J.
)
Comparing urban runoff
models (Singh, V. P.)
Hydrology of area 35,
Eastern region, Interior
coal province, Illinois
and Kentucky (Zuehls, E.
E. )
Longi tudi na
1
stream-dispersion
measurements (Graf, J. B. )
Major problems of lake
water quality in Illinois
( Meyer , M i chael
)
Procedures for the
col 1 ect i on of
representative water
qual i ty data from
monitoring wells ( G i bb
,
James P )
Quality of urban storm
runoff in I 1 1 i no l
s
( Stnegl , R . G. )
Regionalizing water
quality; the Province
model (Wallace, Debbie L.
)
Sediment analyses for
urbanizing watersheds
(Dyhouse. Gary R.)
Sediment transport and
water quality during uroan
development in Illinois
( Anonymous
)
Sedimentation ponds and
their impact on water
quality (Bucek, Milena F.)
Surface-mine hydrology,
I 1 1 inoi s ( Brabets , T . P . )
The Chicago region's
valuable water resources;
closure (Keifer, Clint J.)
The extent of stream
disequilibrium in northern
Illinois (Goldman. Barbara
E 1 len)
Water quality in the
coal areas of Illinois
(Zuehls, E . E
.
)
Hudson Bay: Index of
surface-water records to
September 30. 1970; Part
5, Hudson Bay and upper
Mississippi River basins
( Anonymous
)
] I I i noi s River :
Stage-discharge relations
at dams on the Illinois
and Des Plaines rivers in
I 1
1
inoi s (Mades , D . M. )
Kankakee River: The
Kankakee River yesterday
and today (Ivens, J.
Loreena
)
Kaskaskia River: Hydraulics
of flow in the Kaskaskia
River, Illinois (Bhowmik,
Nani G . )
Lake Mi chi gan : The Lake
Michigan pollution case; a
review and commentary on
the 1 imnol og ica 1 and other
issues (Mortimer, Clifford
H. )
Midwest: Effects of wetland
drainage on surface runoff
( Larson, Curt is L . )
Estimating reservoir
sedimentation rates in the
Midwest (Stall, John B.)
M i ss i ss i ppi River: Index of
surface-water records to
September 30, 1970; Part
5, Hudson Bay and upper
Mississippi River basins
( Anonymous
Seasonal relations
between streamflow and
suspended-sed iment
discharge (Lazaro, T. R.)
Sediment-budget study
for the upper Mississippi
River, GREAT-II reach
(Nakato, Tatsuaki)
Ohio River: Index of
surface-water records to
September 30, 1970: Part
3, Ohio River basin
( Anonymous
ice ages see glacial geology
ichnofossi 1 s--occurrence
Devon i an ; Early
invertebrate terrestrial
faunas (Rolfe, W
. D. Ian)
igneous rocks see also fluid
inclusions; intrusions
impact statements see also
under environmental geology
inclusions see also fluid
i ncl us i ons
industrial minerals see also
under economic geology under
M i dwes
t
i ntrusions--pipes
breccia pipes: Bertrandite
at Hicks Dome, Hardin
County, Illinois (Baxter,
James W
.
)
Invertebrata see also
Arthropoda; Echi nodermata
;
f Oram i n l f era ; ichnofossi Is;
worms
i nvertebrates—biostrat igraphy
Devon i an ;
Devon lan-Mississippian
biostrat igraphy of
northeastern Missouri and
western I 1 1 i no l
s
(Collinson, Charles)
Megafossil zonation of
the Lingle and St. Laurent
limestones (Middle
Devonian) of southern
Illinois and southeastern
Missouri ( Fraunf e 1 ter
,
George H
. )
Mi ss i ss
)
pp i an:
Devon i an-Mississippian
bi ost rat i graphy of
northeastern Missouri and
western I 1 1 i noi s
(Collinson, Charles)
i ron- -geochemi stry
sons: Limestone liner for
landfill leachates
containing beryllium,
cadmium, iron, nickel , and
zinc (Artiola, J.)
isotope dating see absolute
age
isotopes see also absolute
age; geochrono 1 ogy
i sotopes— radium
Ra-226: 226Ra and 228Ra in
ground water of the
Cambr i an-Ordovic ian
aquifer system in northern
Illinois (Gilkeson, Robert
H. )
i sotopes- -strontium
Sr-87/Sr-86 : Gangue mineral
/87_Sr//86_Sr ratios and
the origin of mississippi
valley-type mineralization
(Kessen, K . M . )
Strontium isotope
compositions of
mississippi valley-type
deposits enclosed in
Cambrian, Ordovician and
M i ss i ss i pp i an host
carbonates (Woodruff,
Michael S . )
i sotopes--tracers
stable t sot opes : A
stabl e- i sotopic view of
the Cambro-Ordov ic ian
aquifer system in northern
Illinois (Grundl, Timothy
J. )
Kentucy--strat igraphy
Devonian: Distribution of
Devonian algae, Foerstia,
in the Appalachian and
Illinois basins (Kepferle,
R
. C . )
land use see also under
environmental geology
land use- -management
f I oodpl ai ns : Analyzing
floodplain policies using
an interdependent land use
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land use/minerals
allocation model (Hopkins,
Lewi s D . )
landform description see under
geomorphology
landform evolution see under
geomorpho 1 ogy
limestone see also under
carbonate rocks under
sedimentary rocks
limestone deposits see also
under economic geology
liquid inclusions see fluid
i nc 1 us i ons
loess see under eolian
features under geomorphology
magmas see also intrusions
magnes i urn- -geochem i s t ry
so i /,s : Rel at ion of
nonexchangeabl e potassium
and magnesium to
development in some
midwestern soils (Kovar,
J. A. )
magnetic surveys see under
geophysical surveys
magnetism of rocks and
minerals see paleomagnet i sin
Mammal ia--Proboscidea
P I e i stocene
:
Paleontol ogical and
geological results from
two fossil proboscidean
finds in northern Illinois
(Springer, James Warren)
maps see also under areal
geology; environmental
geology; geomorphology;
geophysical surveys;
seismology; soils;
structural geology
maps --cartography
environmental geology:
Three-dimensional geologic
mapping for environmental
stud i es in I 1 1 i no i s
(Kempton, John P. )
mathematical geology see also
automatic data processing
meetings see symposia
meteor craters see also
meteor i tes
meteor i tes--occurrence
Illinois meteorites
( Sipiera , Paul P .
)
methods see under electron
microscopy; spectroscopy;
wel 1 - 1 oggi ng ; see under
production under mineral
resources
Midwest --economic geology
clays: Clay resources of
the Midwest states
( Murray, H. H
.
)
f ue I resources
:
East-Central states
( L indau . Robert D . )
i ndust ri a I mi neral s
:
High-ca 1 c lum
,
high-reflectance limestone
resources of 111 inois
(Goodwin, Jonathan H.)
Midwest --engineering geology
eart hquakes : Zonation of
central U.S. earthquake
sources (Hempen, G. L.
)
reservoirs: Estimating
reservoir sedimentation
rates in the Midwest
(Stal 1 , John B.
)
waterways : Bank failure and
erosion of the Ohio River
(Hagerty . D . J
.
Midwest--envi ronmental geology
educat i on: The effect of
the National Environmental
Education Act on secondary
and elementary schools in
two mid-western states
(Grant, Ulyses Simpson.
Ill)
M i dwes t - - hydrogeo 1 ogy
hydrol ogy : Effects of
wetland drainage on
surface runoff (Larson,
Curt is L . )
Estimating reservoir
sedimentation rates in the
Midwest (Stall, John B.)
Index of surface-water
records to September 30,
1970; Part 5, Hudson Bay
and upper Mississippi
River basins (Anonymous)
Sediment-budget study
for the upper Mississippi
River, GREAT-II reach
(Nakato, Tatsuaki)
Midwest --stratigraphy
Mi ss i ssi ppi an : The
Burlington Shelf
( M i ss i ss i ppian
,
North-central United
States) (Lane, H. Richard)
pa I eomagnet i sm
:
Pa 1 eomagnet i sm of the Late
Ordovician Neda iron ore
from Wisconsin, Iowa and
Illinois (Kean, William
F. )
mineral deposits,
genesis-- lead-zinc deposits
ore- forming fluids: Gangue
mineral /87_Sr//86_Sr
ratios and the origin of
mississippi valley-type
mineralization (Kessen, K.
M. )
mineral
explorat i on-- geochem ical
methods
uranium ores: Data report;
I 1 1 i no i s . I ndi ana
,
Kentucky, Tennessee, and
Ohio; hydrogeochem i ca 1 ahd
stream sediment
reconnaissance (Sargent.
Kenneth A
.
)
mineral
exp 1 orat i on- -geophys i ca 1
surveys
uranium ores: Aerial
radiometric and magnetic
survey, Burlington
National Topographic Map,
I 1 1 inois/Iowa/Missoun ;
New York- I 1
1
i noi s Project
(Geodata International)
Aerial radiometric and
magnetic survey, Qu i ncy
National Topographic Map,
Illinois/Missouri; New
York- 1 1 1 i no i s Project
(Geodata International)
Aerial radiometric and
magnetic survey, St. Louis
National Topographic Map,
Illinois/Missouri; New
York - 1 1 1 i no i s Project
(Geodata International)
Airborne gamma-ray
spectrometer and
magnetometer survey;
Peoria, Decater,
Belleville quadrangles
( I L . ) ; final report (High
Life Helicopters)
mineral prospecting see
mineral exploration
mineral resources see also
under economic geology
mineral resources—product ion
methods: Analytical
transmission electron
microscopy in minerals
processing (Fraser, H. L.)
mineralogy
fluorides: Fluorite and
associated minerals from
South Illinois; the Rex
and Julie Bannister
Collection (Francis, Carl
A. )
ring silicates: Bertrandite
at Hicks Dome, Hardin
County, Illinois (Baxter,
James W
.
)
minerals see also crystal
structure
mi neral s--carbonates
aragoni te : Aragonite; for a
common mineral, it's
amazingly scarce (Jones.
Bob)
occurrence : Fluorite and
associated minerals from
South Illinois; the Rex
and Julie Bannister
Collection (Francis, Carl
A. )
mineral s--f luorides
fluorite. Fluorite and
associated minerals from
South Illinois; the Rex
and Julie Bannister
Collection (Francis, Carl
A. )
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mi neral s/pal eogeography
mineral s--ri ng silicates
bert randi t e : Bert rand 1 te at
Hicks Dome, Hardin County,
Illinois (Baxter, James
W. )
mi neral s--sul fates
occurrence: Fluorite and
associated minerals from
Soutn Illinois; the Rex
and Julie Bannister
Collection (Francis, Carl
A. )
mi neral s--sul f ides
pyrite: Analytical
transmission electron
microscopy in minerals
processing (Fraser, H. L.)
spnal er i t e : Geology and
geochemistry of sphalerite
in coal (Cobb, James
Col 1 1 ns )
mining geology-applications
controls: The influence of
certain geologic and
geotechnical factors on
coal mine floor stability;
a case study (Speck, R.
C )
mining geology--evaluat ion
long-wall mining: Geologic
investigation of roof and
floor strata; 1 ongwa 1
1
demonstration, Old Ben
Mi ne No . 24 ; f i na
1
technical report; Part 1
(Bauer , Robert A . )
mining geology- -product ion
control
coal: Effects of moisture
on strata control in coal
mines (Chugh, Yoginder P.)
Swelling behavior of
Illinois coal shales
(Huang, Scott Lin)
faults: Faults and their
effect on coal mining in
Illinois (Nelson, W. John)
miospores see under
pa 1 ynomorphs
Mississippi
Val ley- -pal eontology
Ech I nodermat
a
:
Anoma 1 ocyst i t l d mitrates
( Stylophora-E chi nodermat a )
from the Champlainian
(Middle Ordovician)
Guttenberg Formation of
the Upper Mississippi
Valley region (Kolata.
Denni s R
.
)
Mississippi Val ley --seismology
earthpuakes: Preliminary
results of mi croear t hquake
studies in the central
Mississippi Valley
(Herrmann, Robert B. )
Se i smotecton i cs of the
New Madrid region
(Hamilton, Robert M.)
Mi ssi ssippi an see also under
strat lgraphy ; see also under
stratigraphy under Midwest
museums see also survey
organ i zat ions
museums- -mi nera 1 ogy
Harvard Mi neral ogi cat
Museum: Fluorite and
associated minerals from
South Illinois; the Rex
and Julie Bannister
Collection (Francis, Carl
A. )
natural gas see also under
economic geology, see also
under economic geology under
automatic data processing;
catalogs
nickel --geochemi stry
soi Is: Limestone liner for
landfill leachates
containing beryllium,
cadmium, iron, nickel, and
zinc ( Art i ol a , J.)
nonmetal deposits see also
under economic geology
North America see also Great
Lakes; Great Lakes region
North America--paleontol ogy
1 nvertebrat a : Early
invertebrate terrestrial
faunas (Rolfe, W. D. Ian)
Northern Hemisphere see also
Europe; North America
organic materi al s--anal ysi
s
ref 1 ect ance : Reflectance
technique for predicting
soil organic matter
(KM shnan, P
. )
organic
material s- -geochemi stry
pollution: Attenuation of
pol ybromi nated biphenyls
and hexachl orobenzene by
earth materials (Griffin,
R
. A . )
surface water: Gas
chromatographic
determination of organic
compounds in river water
(Siefker, Joseph R. )
organic
materi al s--hydrocarbons
cnemical composition:
Analyses of natural gas in
Illinois (Meents, Wayne
F. )
organi c
materi al s-- ident i f i cat ion
coal balls: Coal i
f
icat ion
of tissues in a coal ball
from the Illinois basin
(Hatcher, P . G.
)
organic materi al s--kerogen
age: Petrology and
maturation of dispersed
organic matter in the New
Albany Shale Group of the
Illinois Basin (Barrows,
Mary H
.
)
oxygen- - i sotopes
0-18/0-16: A
stabl e- i sotopic view of
the Cambro-Ordovic i an
aquifer system in northern
Illinois (Grundl, Timothy
J. )
paleobotany
gymnosperms : Permi nera 1 ized
Alethopteris from the
Upper Pennsy 1 vanian of
Ohio and Illinois (Mickle,
James E . )
Plantae: A record of life
in rock ( Korbus , Janet M.
)
Paleoecology of Middle
Pennsy 1 vani an age coal
swamps in southern
Illinois; Herrin Coal
Member at Sahara Mine No.
6 (Phi 1 1 ips, Tom L . )
pt er i dophyt es : The fossil
1 ycopod cone
,
Achl amydocarpon varius,
from Carboniferous coal
balls of the Illinois
Basin (Leisman, G. A.)
paleocl imatol ogy-- l nterpretat-
ion
dust storms: Ancient dust
storms in I 1 1 i noi
s
( K i 1 1 ey , Myrna M . )
paleocl imatology--Plei stocene
Sedimentol ogy and palynology
of middle Wisconsinan
deposits in the Pecatonica
River valley, Wisconsin
and Illinois (Whittecar,
G. Richard)
pa 1 eoeco 1 ogy- - 1 nvertebrata
Pa I eozo i c : Early
invertebrate terrestrial
faunas (Rolfe, W. D. Ian)
pal eoeco logy- -PI antae
Pennsy I v an i an : Early
Pennsy 1 van i an geology and
paleobotany of the Rock
Island County, Illinois,
area; Part 1, Geology
(Leary, Richard L.)
Paleoecology of Middle
Pennsy 1 vani an age coal
swamps in southern
Illinois; Herrin Coal
Member at Sahara Mine No.
6 ( Phi 1 1 ips, Tom L . )
paleoecology--Plei stocene
Sedimentol ogy and palynology
of middle Wisconsinan
deposits in the Pecatonica
River valley, Wisconsin
and Illinois (Whittecar,
G. Richard)
pal eogeography --Mi ssi ssippi an
Depositional setting and
history of the Tar Springs
Sandstone (Upper
M i ss i ss ippi an ) , southern
Illinois (Wescott, William
A. )
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paleogeography/rock mechanics
The eastern margin of
the Burlington-Keokuk
( Va 1 meyeran ) carbonate
bank in I 1 1 i noi s
(Lineback, Jerry A )
paleogeography-Pennsyl vani an
Early Pennsy 1 vani an geology
and paleobotany of the
Rock Island County,
Illinois, area; Part 1,
Geology (Leary, Richard
L. )
paleomagnet i sm--Missi ssippi an
Midwest: Pa 1 eomagnet i sm of
the Late Ordovician Neda
iron one from Wisconsin,
Iowa and Illinois (Kean,
Will iam F
. )
paleontology
Agnat na : New agnathous
fishes from the
Pennsy 1 van i an of Illinois
(Bardack , David )
Aves : A prehistoric
archaeological record of
the Pomarine Jaeger,
Stercorarius Pomarinus
(Temminck), from central
Illinois (Parmalee, Paul
w. )
Ech i nodermat
a
: New
Manicnnidae (Crinoidea,
Inadunata, Dendrocr i ni na
)
from the Silurian of
Illinois and Indiana
( Frest , T . J.
)
f orami ni f era : Early
Mississi ppi an
( K i ndernook i an ) sma 1 1 er
foramimfera from the
McCraney Limestone of
Missouri and Illinois
( Conk i n , James E .
)
Mammalia: Pa 1 eonto 1 og i ca
1
and geological results
f rom two f oss i 1
proboscidean finds in
northern Illinois
(Springer, James Warren)
Pisces: Megapleuron
zangerl i
, a new dipnoan
from the Pennsy 1 van i an
,
I 1 1 i noi s (Schul tze
,
Hans-Peter
)
n'orms : New f oss i 1
polychaete from Essex,
Illinois (Thompson, Ida)
paleotemperature see geologic
thermometry under fluid
i nc 1 us i ons
Paleozoic see also under
s t ra t l graphy
pa ) ynomorphs --mi ospores
P/eisrocene: Sed i mento 1 ogy
ana palynology of middle
Wisconsinan deposits in
the Pecatonica River
valley, Wisconsin and
I 1 1 inois (Whi ttecar , G
.
R ichard
)
peat see also under economic
geol ogy
Pennsyl vanian see also under
stra t i graphy
petroleum see also under
economic geology
phosphorus -
- abundance
fresh water: Major problems
of lake water quality in
Illinois (Meyer, Michael)
phosphorus--geochemi stry
soils: Effects of past
agricultural practices on
the soi 1 -phosphorus system
and growth of planted
pines (Gil more, A. R.)
physical geograpny see
geomorpno 1 ogy
Pi sces--Osteichthyes
Pennsy
I
v ani an : Megapleuron
zangerl i, a new dipnoan
from the Pennsy 1 van i an
,
Illinois (Schultze,
Hans-Peter
)
Plantae see also algal flora:
gymnosperms; i chnof oss i 1 s
:
pa 1 ynomorphs ; pter i dophytes
Plantae--f loral studies
Pennsy I vani an: A record of
life in rock (Korbus 1
,
Janet M
.
)
Early Pennsy 1 van l an
geology and paleobotany of
the Rock Island County,
Illinois, area; Part 1,
Geology (Leary, Richard
L. )
Pleistocene see also under
st rat lgraphy ; see also under
stratigraphy under Great
Lakes region
pollution see also under
environmental geology; see
also under environmental
geology under Great Lakes
potass ium--geochemi stry
soi Is: Re 1 at i on of
nonexchangeabl e potassium
and magnesium to
development in some
midwestern soils (Kovar,
J. A. )
pressure see under processes
under diagenesis
pteridophytes--f loral studies
Pennsy I v an j an : A record of
life in rock (Korbus,
Janet M
.
)
pter i dophytes--Lycops i da
Carboniferous: The fossil
1 ycopod cone
,
Achl amydocarpon varius,
from Carboniferous coal
balls of the Illinois
Basin (Leisman, G. A )
pter i dophytes- -occurrence
Pennsy Iranian:
Strat lgraph lc-geographic
patterns of change in
Pennsy 1 van i an coal-swamp
vegetation (Dimichele,
Wi 1 1 iam A
.
)
pter i dophytes- -pa 1 eoeco 1 ogy
Pennsy I vani an: Paleoecology
of Middle Pennsy 1 vanian
age coal swamps in
southern Illinois; Herrin
Coal Member at Sahara Mine
No. 6 (Phi 1 1 ips, Tom L . )
pyrite see under sulfides
under m i nera 1
s
Quaternary see also under
geochrono 1 ogy
radioactive dating see
absolute age
radioactivity surveys see
under geophysical surveys
radiocarbon dating see
absolute age
rad i urn- - i sotopes
Ra-226: 226Ra and 228Ra in
ground water of the
Cambr i an-Ordov ic lan
aquifer system in northern
Illinois (Gilkeson, Robert
H. )
reclamation see also under
environmental geology; soils
remote sensing see also under
geophysical surveys
remote sensing--appl ications
soils: Photometric
detection of soil moisture
using color and color
infrared films (Kearney,
M i chae 1 S . )
reservoirs see also under
engineering geology;see also
under engineering geology
under Midwest
reservoi rs--storage
water storage: Optimization
techniques for instream
flow allocations (Sale,
Michael John)
ring silicates see under
m i nera 1
s
rock mechanics see also soil
mechan i cs
rock mechanics--appl ications
load tests: Caissons
socketed in sound mica
schist; discussions and
closure (Bushel 1, Ted D.)
rock mechanics—case studies
compressed air storage:
Evaluation of the St.
Peter Sandstone and
Joachim Dolomite for
compressed air energy
storage, with emphasis on
thermal properties
(Swingen, Regina Anne)
finite element analysis-
Finite element analysis of
a 1 onawa 1 1 mine (Keith, H.
D. )
Subject Index 31
rock mechanics/ sedimentation
rock mechani cs- -mater i al s
,
properties
sandstone : Thermomecnam cal
properties of Galesville
Sandstone (Blacic, J. D.)
shale: Effects of moisture
on strata control in coal
mines (Cnugn, Yoginder P.)
Moisture absorption and
swelling behavior of the
Dykersburg Shale (Chugh,
Y . P
. )
Swelling behavior of
Illinois coal shales
(Huang, Scott Lin)
sands see also under economic
geology;see also under
economic geology under Great
Lakes
sandstone see also under
clastic rocks under
sedimentary rocks
sedimentary petrology
diagenesis: Experimental
development of porosity in
carbonate rocks under
simulated deep burial
conditions; I, Oomoldic
porosity in M i ss 1 ss 1 pp 1 an
oolitic limestone (Rich,
D. W. )
sedimentary rocks: Middle
Mi ss 1 ss ippian carbonates
of the Illinois Basin; a
seminar and core workshop
(CI uf f , Robert M.
)
Petrology and maturation
of dispersed organic
matter in the New Albany
Shale Group of the
Illinois Basin (Barrows,
Mary H.
)
sedi ment ary st ructures
:
Sedimentary structures
from the Carbondale
Formation (Middle
Pennsy 1 vani an ) of northern
Illinois (Shabica, Charles
W. )
seat ment at i on : Lead-210
analyses of sediment
accumulation rates in five
southern Illinois surface
mine lakes (Brugam,
R ichard B
.
)
Lower M 1 ss i ss 1 ppian Fort
Payne Formation of
southern Illinois (Tripp,
Ange la M )
Seasonal relations
between streamflow and
suspended- sedi ment
discharge (Lazaro, T. R.)
sedimentary
petrology--cl ass i f icat ion
mudstone: Mudrock fabrics
and their significance;
discussion and reply
(Nuhf er
, Edward B
.
)
sedimentary rocks see also
sedimentary structures;
sedimentation; sediments
sedimentary rocks--carbonate
rocks
/ i me st one : The
pa 1 eoenv i ronment of the
Cedar Valley Limestone
(Middle Devonian) in
northwestern Illinois
(Winkle, Candace J.)
ool i t i c I i me stone ;
Experimental development
of porosity in carbonate
rocks under simulated deep
burial conditions; I,
Oomoidic porosity in
M i ss i ss ipp i an oolitic
limestone (Rich, D. W.)
pet rol ogy : Middle
M i ss i ss ipp lan carbonates
of the Illinois Basin; a
seminar and core workshop
(Cluf f , Robert M.
)
sedimentary rocks--cl ast ic
rocks
sandstone: Depos i t i ona
1
setting and history of the
Tar Springs Sandstone
(Upper M i ss i ss ipp i an )
,
southern 111 i noi
s
(Wescott, William A.)
sedimentary
rocks--envi ronmental
analysi s
nearshore environment:
Subsurface geology of the
upper Tradewater and lower
Carbondale groups in
South-central Saline
County, Illinois (Siegal,
Sherman M
. )
sedimentary
rocks- -1 i thostrat igraphy
lithofacies: Regional
setting of the
Cambro-Ordov i c i an in the
Illinois Basin (Avila,
John
)
sedimentary rocks--organic
residues
coa I : Geol ogy and
geochemistry of sphalerite
in coal (Cobb, James
Col 1 i ns
)
sedimentary structures see
also sedimentary rocks;
sed i ments
sedimentary
structures— bedding plane
i rregul ari t ies
sand waves : The Kankakee
Flood and the origin of
the Parkland Sand,
northeastern Illinois
(Carnaghi, Gary Louis)
sedimentary
structures-- i nterpretat ion
classification: Sedimentary
structures from the
Carbondale Formation
(Middle Pennsy 1 van i an ) of
northern Illinois
(Shabica, Charles W.)
sedimentary
structures --secondary
structures
concreri'ons: Formation of
calcium carbonate
concretions in natric
horizons of Illinois soils
(Hassett , J . J
.
)
sedimentat ion--cycl ic
processes
env i ronment a I anal ysi s
:
Early Pennsy 1 vanian
geology and paleobotany of
the Rock Island County,
Illinois, area; Part 1,
Geology (Leary, Richard
L. )
sedimentat ion- -depos i t ion
i sopach maps: Paleozoic
geology of the New Madrid
area; annual progress
report; fiscal year 1979
(Schwalb, H. R
.
reservoirs: Estimating
reservoir sedimentation
rates in the Midwest
( Stal 1 , John B .
sed i mentation- -env i ronment
nearshore environment:
Subsurface geology of the
upper Tradewater and lower
Carbondale groups in
South-central Saline
County, Illinois (Siegal,
Sherman M
.
)
shelf environment: Lower
M i ss i ss i pp i an Fort Payne
Formation of southern
Illinois (Tripp, Angela
M
. )
Middle M i ss i ss i pp i an
carbonates of the Illinois
Basin; a seminar and core
workshop (Cluff, Robert
M
. )
sedimentat ion- -processes
glacial sedimentation:
Stratigraphy of till and
lake beds of late
Wi scons i nan age in
Iroquois and neighboring
counties, Illinois (Moore,
David Warren)
g I ac i of I uv i a I sedimentation:
Late Wi scons i nan
proglacial sedimentation
along the West Chicago
Moraine in northeastern
Illinois (Fraser, Gordon
S. )
lacustrine sedimentation:
Chemical characteristics
of lake sediments
(Barcelona, Michael J.)
Major problems of lake
water quality in Illinois
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sedimentation/soi 1 s
( Meyer , M 1 chae 1 )
nearshore sed i ment at i on
:
Depos i t iona 1 setting and
history of the Tar Springs
Sandstone (Upper
M i ss i ss lpp i an) . southern
Illinois (Wescott, William
A. )
terrestrial sed i ment at i on
:
The Kankakee Flood and the
origin of the Parkland
Sand, northeastern
Illinois (Carnaghi, Gary
Loui s
)
sedi ment at ion- -sedi ment at i on
rates
lacustrine sedimentation:
Lead-210 analyses cf
sediment accumulation
rates in five southern
Illinois surface mine
lakes (Brugam, Richard B )
pollution: Governmental
responses to the proPlem
of sedimentation (Gross,
David L
.
)
sedi ment at ion- -transport
stream transport: A major
water quality problem in
Illinois; soil movement
from the watershed and
channel (walker, Robert
D. )
Seasonal relations
between streatnflow and
suspended- sed iment
discharge (Lazaro, T. R.)
Sediment transport and
water quality during urban
development in Illinois
( Anonymous
)
The extent of stream
disequilibrium in northern
Illinois (Goldman, Barbara
El len)
sediments see also sedimentary
rocks; sedimentary
structures; sedimentation
sediments--clast ic sediments
environmental analysis:
Sed i mento 1 ogy and
palynology of middle
Wi scons i nan deposits in
the Pecatonica River
valley, Wisconsin and
Illinois (Whittecar, G.
R ichard
)
out wash : Late Wisconsinan
proglacial sedimentation
along the West Chicago
Moraine in northeastern
Illinois (Fraser, Gordon
S. )
sand: The Kankakee Flood
and the origin of the
Parkland Sand,
northeastern Illinois
(Carnaghi, Gary Louis)
till: Stratigraphy of till
and lake beds of late
Wisconsinan age in
Iroquois and neighboring
counties, Illinois (Moore,
David Warren)
The Dwight mi nera 1 og i ca
1
zone of the Yorkville Till
Member, northeastern
Illinois (Killey, Myrna
M
. )
Till stratigraphy of the
Vandal ia-Ef f i ngham-Marsha-
11 region, East-central
Illinois (Kettles, Inez
M. )
sediments- -compos i t ion
chemi cal composi t i on:
Attenuat ion of
po 1 ybrom l nated biphenyls
and hexachl orobenzene by
earth materials (Griffin,
R . A
. )
sediments --genes is
analysis: Sediment analyses
for urbanizing watersheds
(Dyhouse, Gary R.
)
sediments--geochemi stry
composition: Chemical
characteristics of lake
sediments (Barcelona,
M ichael J
.
)
seismology see also
engineering geology
seismology
earthquakes: An ancient
rift complex and its
relation to contemporary
seismicity in the New
Madrid seismic zone
(Brai le, L . W. )
Seismicity map of the
State of Illinois (Stover,
C. W. )
Structural framework of
the Mississippi Embayment
of southern Illinois
( Kol ata , Denni s R . )
maps: Seismicity map of the
State of Illinois (Stover,
C. W. )
sei smol ogy--earthquakes
se i smot ect on i cs : An ancient
rift complex and its
relation to contemporary
seismicity in the Mew
Madrid seismic zone
(Brai le, L . W. )
Se i smotectom cs of the
New Madrid region
(Hamilton, Robert M.)
se i smo 1 ogy- -mi croearthquakes
occurrence: Preliminary
results of microearthquake
studies in the central
Mississippi Valley
(Herrmann, Robert B.)
sei smo logy --sei smici ty
maps: Seismicity map of the
State of Illinois (Stover,
C. W. )
set smot ect onics: New Madrid
sei smotectonic study;
activities during fiscal
year 1979 (Buschbach, T.
C. )
sel eni um--geochemi stry
soils: Effect of pH on
adsorption of arsenic and
selenium from landfill
leachate by clay minerals
( Frost , R
. R . )
slope stability see also
engineering geology;
geomorphol ogy
soil mechanics see also rock
mechani cs
soil mechani cs--case studies
mines: Mine subsidence in
Illinois; facts for the
homeowner considering
insurance (DuMontelle,
Paul B. )
soil mechanics—material s
,
propert ies
shear st rength
:
Preconsol i dat i on pressure
predicted using S/u_/- rho
ratio (Anderson, T. C.)
soi Is
analysis: The determination
of nitrate and nitrite in
soi 1 extracts by
u 1 trav iol et
spectrophotometry (Norman,
R. J. )
conservation: Controlling
sediment by watershed
management techniques
( Sundmacker , Harvey)
genesis: Leaching of metals
and trace elements from
su 1
f
i de-bear i ng coal waste
in southwestern Illinois
(Krothe, Noel C
.
)
geochemi st ry : Chemical
properties and
mi nera 1 og i cal
characteristics of
selected dredged material
(Combs, S . M.
)
Effect of pH on
adsorption of arsenic and
selenium from landfill
leachate by clay minerals
( Frost
.
R . R . )
Effects of past
agricultural practices on
the so i 1 -phosphorus system
and growth of planted
pines (Gil more, A. R.)
Fixation of zinc by clay
minerals (Reddv, M R.)
Fluorine distribution
with depth in relation to
profile development in
I 1 1 inois ( Omuet i , J . A
.
I . )
Formation of calcium
carbonate concretions in
natric horizons of
Subject Index 33
soi ls/stratigraphy
Illinois soils (Hassett,
J. J. )
Regional distribution of
fluorine In Illinois soils
(Omuet i , J . A . I .
)
maps: Soil survey of
Champaign County, Illinois
(Mont , H. R
.
)
morpnology: Soil scape
analysis in terms of
peaogeomor-phic fabric; an
explanatory study
( Habermann , Ga i 1 M . )
Subsurface horizon
blending; an alternative
strategy to B horizon
replacement for the
construction of post-mined
soils (McSweeney. K.)
organic materials:
Reflectance technique for
predicting soil organic
matter (Krishnan, P. )
pedogenesis: Use of
stepwise discriminant
analysis to assess soil
genesis in a youthful
sandy environment (Berg,
R. C. )
properties: Physical and
chemical characteristics
of pre-mine soils and
post-mine soil mixtures in
I 1
1
inois ( Snarski , R . R . )
Soil variability on
surface-mined and
undisturbed land in
southern Illinois
( I ndorante , S . J
.
reclamation: Surface mining
and reclamation; initial
changes in soil character
(Indorante, Sam J.
)
surveys: Relation of
nonexchangeabl e potassium
and magnesium to
development in some
midwestern soils (Kovar,
J. A. )
utilization; Effect of
gypsum, soil disturbance
and tile spacing on the
amelioration of Huey silt
loam, a natric soil in
Illinois (Sharma, A. K.)
ivasfe Pi sposal : Limestone
1 i ner for 1 andf i 1 1
leachates containing
beryllium, cadmium, iron,
nickel, and zinc (Artiola,
J. )
soi ls--surveys
A major water quality
problem in Illinois; soil
movement from the
watershed and channel
( Walker , Robert D
.
)
At tenuat i on of
pol ybrom i nated biphenyls
and hexachl orobenzene by
earth materials (Griffin,
R. A. )
Chemical properties and
mi nera 1 ogica
1
characteristics of
selected dredged material
(Combs , S . M
.
)
Controlling sediment by
watershed management
techniques (Sundmacker,
Harvey)
Effect of gypsum, soil
disturbance and tile
spacing on the
amelioration of Huey silt
loam, a natric soil in
I 1 1 i noi s ( Sharma , A . K . )
Effect of pH on
adsorption of arsenic and
selenium from landfill
leachate by clay minerals
( Frost , R . R
.
Effects of past
agricultural practices on
the soi 1 -phosphorus system
and growth of planted
pines (Gil mo re, A. R.)
Fixation of zinc by clay
minerals (Reddy, M. R.)
Fluorine distribution
with depth in relation to
profile development in
Illinois (Omueti, J. A.
I . )
Formation of calcium
carbonate concretions in
natric horizons of
Illinois soils (Hassett,
J. J. )
Leaching of metals and
trace elements from
sul f i de-bear i ng coal waste
in southwestern Illinois
(Krothe, Noel C
.
)
Limestone liner for
landfill leachates
containing beryllium,
cadmium, iron, nickel, and
z i nc (Artiola, J . )
Physical and chemical
characteristics of
pre-mine soils and
post-mine soil mixtures in
Illinois (Snarski, R. R.)
Problems in reclaiming
farmland in Illinois
(Grandt , Al ten F
.
)
Reflectance technique
for predicting soil
organic matter (Krishnan,
P. )
Regional distribution of
fluorine in Illinois soils
( Omuet i , J . A . I . )
Soil survey of Champaign
County, Illinois (Mont, H.
R. )
Soil variability on
surface-mined and
undisturbed land in
southern Illinois
( Indorante , S . J
.
)
Soilscape analysis in
terms of pedogeomorphic
fabric; an explanatory
study (Habermann, Gail M.)
Subsurface horizon
blending; an alternative
strategy to B horizon
replacement for the
construction of post-mined
soils (McSweeney, K.)
Surface mining and
reclamation; initial
changes in soil character
(Indorante, Sam J.)
The determination of
nitrate and nitrite in
so i 1 extracts by
u 1 t ravi ol et
spectrophotometry (Norman,
R. J. )
Use of stepwise
discriminant analysis to
assess soil genesis in a
youthful sandy environment
(Berg , R . C
.
)
Midwest: Relation of
nonexchangeabl e potassium
and magnesium to
development in some
midwestern soils (Kovar,
J . A. )
soils--water regimes
character i zat i on:
Photometric detection of
soil moisture using color
and color infrared films
(Kearney, Michael S.)
solution features see under
geomorphol ogy
spectrometry see spectroscopy
spectroscopy see also electron
microscopy
spectroscopy- -methods
u I t rav i ol et spectroscopy:
The determination of
nitrate and nitrite in
soi 1 extracts by
u
1
traviol et
spectrophotometry (Norman,
R
. J. )
X-ray spect roscopy
:
Analytical transmission
electron microscopy in
minerals processing
( Fraser , H . L . )
springs see also ground water
stratigraphy
archaeo I ogy : A prehistoric
archaeological record of
the Pomarine Jaeger,
Stercorarius Pomarinus
(Temminck), from central
Illinois (Parmalee, Paul
w. )
A suggested technique
for measuring landscape
changes through
archaeology (Neitzel,
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stratigraphy/underground instal 1 at ions
Robert S
.
)
Vertebrate remains from
early European and
h 1 stor ic I ndian
occupations at the
Waterman site, Randolph
County , I 1 1 i noi s
(Parmalee, Paul W.)
Devon i an
:
Devon i an-Mississippian
b i ostrat i graphy of
northeastern Missouri and
western I 1 1 i noi s
(Collinson, Charles)
Distribution of Devonian
algae, Foerstia. in the
Appalachian and Illinois
basins (Kepferle, R. C.)
Megafossil zonation of
the L i ng 1 e and St. Laurent
limestones (Middle
Devonian) of southern
Illinois and southeastern
Missouri ( Fraunf e 1 ter
,
George H
.
The pa 1 eoenv i ronment of
the Cedar Valley Limestone
(Middle Devonian) in
northwestern Illinois
(Winkle, Candace J.)
Mi ssiss i pp i an : Depos i t i ona
1
setting and history of the
Tar Springs Sandstone
(Upper M i ss l ss ippi an )
southern Illinois
(Wescott, William A.)
Devonian-Mi ss i ss lpp i an
b i ostrat i graphy of
northeastern Missouri and
western I 1 1 i noi s
(Collinson, Charles)
Middle Mi ss i ss lppian
caroonates of the Illinois
Basin: a seminar and core
workshop (Cluff, Robert
M
. )
The eastern margin of
the Burlington-Keokuk
(Valmeyeran) carbonate
bank in I 1 1 i no i s
(Lineback, Jerry A.)
Pal eozoi c : Paleozoic
geology of the New Madrid
area; annual progress
report: fiscal year 1979
( Schwalb, H . R
.
)
Pennsy
I
vani an: Early
Pennsy 1 vani an geology and
paleobotany of the Rock
Island County, Illinois,
area; Part 1, Geology
( Leary , R ichard L . )
Strat i graph ic-geographi
c
patterns of change in
Pennsy 1 van i an coal-swamp
vegetation (Dimichele,
W i 1 1 i am A . )
Strippable coal
resources of Illinois;
Part 8, Central and
southeastern counties
(Nance , Roger B
.
)
Subsurface geology of
the upper Tradewater and
lower Carbondale groups in
South-central Saline
County, Illinois (Siegal,
Sherman M
.
)
PI ei stocene : Sedimentol ogy
and palynology of middle
Wi scons i nan deposits in
the Pecatonica River
valley, Wisconsin and
Illinois (Whittecar, G.
R i chard
)
Stratigraphy of till and
lake beds of late
Wi scons i nan age in
Iroquois and neighboring
counties, Illinois (Moore,
David Warren)
The Dwight mi neral og ical
zone of the Yorkville Till
Memoer, northeastern
Illinois ( K i 1 1 ey . Myrna
M. )
The Kankakee Flood and
the origin of the Parkland
Sand, northeastern
Illinois (Carnaghi, Gary
Louis
)
Till stratigraphy of the
Vanda 1 i a- Ef f i ngham-Marsha-
11 region, East-central
Illinois (Kettles, Inez
M. )
strontium-- i sotopes
Sr-87 /Sr-86 : Gangue mineral
/87_Sr//86_Sr ratios and
the origin of mississippi
valley-type mineralization
(Kessen, K . M.
)
Strontium isotope
compositions of
mississippi valley-type
deposits enclosed in
Cambrian, Ordovician and
Mi ssi ss lppian host
carbonates (Woodruff,
Michael S
.
)
structural analysis see a) so
folds
structural geology
faults: Structural
framework of the
Mississippi Embayment of
southern Illinois (Kolata,
Denni s R . )
The Cottage Grove fault
system in southern
Illinois (Nelson, W. John)
maps: Geologic structure of
the base of the New Albany
Shale Group in Illinois
( Stevenson , D . L
.
)
Structural features in
Illinois; a compendium
(Treworgy, Jams D.)
fecforwcs: A study of
Indiana fault locations.
displacements, attitudes
and ages within a 200-mile
radius of New Madrid,
Missouri; annual progress;
fiscal year 1979
( Sul 1 i van, Dan M
.
)
Structural features in
Illinois: a compendium
(Treworgy, Janis D.)
Structural framework of
the Mississippi Embayment
of southern Illinois
(Kolata , Denni s R . )
Structural framework of
the Mississippi Embayment
of southern Illinois;
annual progress report;
fiscal y.ear 1979 (Kolata,
Denni s R . )
sulfates see under minerals
sulfides see under minerals
sul fur-- i sotopes
S-34/S-32: A
stabl e- i sotopic view of
the Cambro-Ordovic lan
aquifer system in northern
Illinois (Grundl, Timothy
J. )
sulphur see sulfur
survey organizations see a I so
museums
survey organizat ions--annual
report
Illinois Institute of
Natural Resources
:
Illinois Institute of
Natural Resources project
list, January 1, 1981
(Illinois Institute of
Natural Resources.
Environmental Management
D i vi s i on
)
symposi a--areal geology
Midwest: Tn-State field
conference (Anderson,
Raymond R
.
)
tectonics see also faults;
folds; structural
geology; see also under
structural geology under
cata 1 ogs
tektites see also meteorites
thermal analysis see also
electron microscopy;
spectroscopy
trace elements see under
geochem i s t ry
tracks and trails see
i chnof oss i 1
s
tritium see also deuterium;
hydrogen
tunnels see also under
engineering geology
ultraviolet spectroscopy see
under methods under
spectroscopy
underground installations see
also under engineering
geo 1 ogy
Subject Index 35
underground installations/zinc
underground
instal 1 at ions --mines
geo I ogi c hazards : Effects
of moisture on strata
control in coal mines
(Chugn, Yoginder P.)
underground water see ground
water
United States see also
Midwest ; Utah
uranium ores see also under
economic geology
Utah—economic geology
coal: Sohio in new U.S.
Steel coal deal
( Anonymous
)
Verteorata see also Agnatha;
Aves ; i cnnof oss 1 I s
;
Mamma 1 i a ; Pi sees
Vertebrata--f aunal studies
Quaternary : Vertebrate
remains from early
European and historic
Indian occupations at the
Waterman site, Randolph
County , I 1 1 i no i s
(Parmalee, Paul W.)
waste disposal see also under
engineering geology;
environmental geology; soils
water see also ground water;
hydrogeol ogy ; hydrology
water resources see also under
economic geology
waterways see also under
engineering geology;see also
under engineering geology
under Midwest
wel 1 - 1 oggi ng-- i nterpretat ion
borehol es : Geophysical well
logs for drill hole UPH-3,
Stephenson County,
Illinois (Daniels, J. J.)
iv'afer resources: Assessment
of a regional aquifer in
central Illinois (Burris,
Charl es B
.
wel 1 -logging- -methods
cores: Geotechnical
investigation for the Oes
Plaines River system
tunnels and shafts
(Grimes, Walter w.
)
Western Hemisphere see a I so
North America
Western U.S. see also Utah
worms--Pol ychaet i a
New fossil polychaete from
Essex, Illinois (Thompson,
Ida)
X-ray analysis see also
spectroscopy
X-ray spectroscopy see under
methods under spectroscopy
zi nc--geochemi stry
soils: Limestone liner for
landfill leachates
containing beryllium,
cadmium, iron, nickel, and
zinc (Artiola, J.)
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COUNTY INDEX
Adams County
Conk -in, James E. Early
Mississi pp 1 an
( K inderhook lan ) smaller
forami ni f era from the
McCraney Limestone of
Missouri and Illinois
Geodata International. Aerial
radiometric and magnetic
survey, Burlington National
Topographic Map,
I 1 1 i noi s/Iowa/Mi ssour i ; New
York- I 1 1 i noi s Project
Neitzel, RoPert S. A suggested
technique for measuring
landscape changes through
archaeol ogy
Bond County
L i neOack
,
jerry A. The eastern
margin of the
Burl i ngton-Keokuk
(Valmeyeran) carbonate bank
in I 1 1 i no i s
Brown County
Geodata International. Aerial
radiometric and magnetic
survey, Burlington National
Topographic Map,
I 1 1 i no l s/ I owa/M i ssour i ; New
York-Illinois Project
Bureau County
Foster. James B. Sheffield,
I 1 1 i noi
s
Kahle, R. Evaluation of trench
subsidence and stabilization
at Sheffield low-level
radioactive waste disposal
facility, Sheffield,
Illinois; final report;
October 15, 1980 - March 30.
1981
Carrol 1 County
U. S. Geological Survey.
Aeromagnetic map of
northwestern Illinois
Cass County
Geodata International. Aerial
radiometric and magnetic
survey, Burlington National
Topographic Map,
I 1 1 i noi s/ Iowa/Mi ssour i ; New
York- I 1 1 i no i s Project
Champaign County
Mont, H. R. Soil survey of
Champaign County, Illinois
Christian County
Lineback, Jerry A. The eastern
margin of the
Burl i ngton-Keokuk
(Valmeyeran) carbonate bank
in I 1 1 i no i s
Clark County
Geodata International. Aerial
radiometric and magnetic
survey, Burlington National
Topographic Map,
I 1 1 i no i s/ I owa/M i ssour i ; New
York- I 1 1 i noi s Project
Kettles, Inez M. Till
stratigraphy of the
Vanda 1 i a-E f f i ngham-Marsha 1
1
region, East-central
I 1 1 i no i s
CI i nton County
Bhowmik, Nam G. Hydraulics of
flow in the Kaskaskia River,
I 1 1 i hoi
s
Coles County
Barcelona, Michael J Chemical
characteristics of lake
sed i ments
Cook County
Grimes, Walter W. Geotechnical
investigation for the Des
Plaines River system tunnels
and shafts
Sasman, Robert T. Verification
of the potential yield and
chemical quality of the
shallow dolomite aquifer in
DuPage County, Illinois
Crawford County
Treworgy, Colin G. Only
minable coal is salable coal
Du Page County
Olimpio, J. C. Argonne
National Laboratory site,
II 1 i no i s
Sasman, Robert T. Verification
of the potential yield and
chemical quality of the
shallow dolomite aquifer in
DuPage County, Illinois
Edgar County
Jacobson, Russell J.
Strippable coal resources of
Illinois; Part 7. Vermilion
and Edgar counties
Effingham County
Kett 1 es , Inez M . Till
stratigraphy of the
Vanda 1 i a- E f f i ngham-Marsha 1 1
region, East-central
11 1 l noi s
Fayette County
Kett 1 es , Inez M. Till
stratigraphy of the
Vandal la-Ef f i ngham- Marshal 1
region, East-central
II 1 i noi
s
Frank 1 i n County
Bauer, Robert A. Geologic
investigation of roof and
floor strata; longwall
demonstration, Old Ben Mine
No. 24; final technical
report ; Part 1
Nelson. W. John. The Cottage
Grove fault system in
southern Illinois
Fulton County
Geodata International. Aerial
radiometric and magnetic
survey, Burlington National
Topographic Map,
I 1 1 inoi s/ Iowa/Mi ssour i ; New
York- I 1 1 i no i s Project
L indorf f , Dav id E
.
Hydrogeology of surface coal
mi nes in I 1 1 i no i s
Omuet i , J . A . I . F luonne
distribution with depth In
relation to profile
development in Illinois
37
Fulton County/La Salle County
Parmalee, Paul W. A
prehistoric archaeological
record of the Pomarine
Jaeger, Stercoranus
Pomarinus (Temminck) , from
central I 1 1 i no 1
s
Patterson , G . L
.
Sludge-storage basins
recharge ground water in
I 1 1 1 no i s
Wildanger, Edward George.
S i nkhol e- type subsidence
over abandoned coal mines in
St . David, I 1 1 inoi
s
Grundy County
Killey, Myrna M. The Dwight
m i nera 1 ogica 1 zone of the
Yorkville Till Member,
northeastern Illinois
Lindorff , David E.
Hydrogeology of surface coal
mi nes in 1 1 1 inoi
s
Hancock County
Geodata International. Aerial
raaiometric and magnetic
survey, Burlington National
Topographic Map,
I 1 1 inoi s/Iowa/Mi ssour i ; New
York- I 1 1 i noi s Project
Hardin County
Baxter, James W. Bertrandite
at Hicks Dome, Hardin
County , I 1 1 inoi s
Cluff, Robert M. Natural gas
potential of the New Albany
Shale Group
( Devoni an-Mi ss i ss i pp i an ) in
southeastern Illinois
Francis, Carl A. Fluorite and
associated minerals from
South Illinois; the Rex and
Julie Bannister Collection
wescott, William A.
Depositional setting and
history of the Tar Springs
Sandstone (Upper
M i ss l ss i ppi an ) , southern
I 1
1
i no i s
Henderson County
Geodata International. Aerial
radiometric and magnetic
survey, Burlington National
Topographic Map,
I 1 1 i no i s/ Iowa/Mi ssour i ; New
York- I 1 1 i noi s Project
Henry County
Geodata International. Aerial
radiometric and magnetic
survey, Burlington National
Topographic Map,
I 1 1 i no i s/ I owa/M i ssour i ; New
York- I 1 1 i noi s Project
Hertford County
Leith, C. J. Geophysical
i nvest l gat i on of
archeol ogical sites
Iroquois County
Moore, David Warren.
Stratigraphy of till and
lake beds of late
Wisconsinan age in Iroquois
and neighboring counties,
111 i noi
s
Jackson County
Fraunfelter, George H.
Megafossil zonation of the
Lingle and St. Laurent
limestones (Middle Devonian)
of southern Illinois and
southeastern Missouri
Nelson, W. John. The Cottage
Grove fault system in
southern Illinois
Wescott, William A.
Depositional setting and
history of the Tar Springs
Sandstone (Upper
Miss iss ippian ) , southern
II 1 i noi
Jefferson County
Geodata International. Aerial
radiometric and magnetic
survey, Burlington National
Topographic Map,
I 1 1 i noi s/I owa/Mi ssour i ; New
York- I 1 1 i no i s Project
Indorante. S. J. Soil
variability on surface-mined
and undisturbed land in
southern Illinois
Indorante, Sam J. Surface
mining and reclamation;
initial changes in soil
character
M i ck 1 e , James E
.
Perm i nera 1 i zed Alethopteris
from the Upper Pennsy 1 vani an
of Ohio and Illinois
Jo Daviess County
U. S. Geological Survey.
Aeromagnetic map of
northwestern Illinois
Johnson County
Wescott , wi 1 1 i am A
.
Depositional setting and
history of the Tar Springs
Sandstone (Upper
M i ss l ss i ppi an ) , southern
111 i no i s
Kane County
Cobb, James C. Application of
sedi mentol ogy to development
of sand and gravel resources
in McHenry and Kane
counties, northeastern
I 1 1 i no i s
Fraser, Gordon S. Late
Wisconsinan proglacial
sedimentation along the West
Chicago Moraine in
northeastern Illinois
Sasman, Robert T. Verification
of the potential yield and
chemical quality of the
shallow dolomite aquifer in
DuPage County, Illinois
Kankakee County
Bardack , David. New agnathous
f i shes f rom the
Pennsyl vanian of Illinois
Carnaghi. Gary Louis. The
Kankakee Flood and the
origin of the Parkland Sand,
northeastern Illinois
Thompson, Ida. New fossil
polychaete from Essex,
II 1 i noi s
Kendall County
Sasman, Robert T. Verification
of the potential yield and
chemical quality of the
shallow dolomite aquifer in
DuPage County, Illinois
Knox County
Conkin, James E. Early
M i ss i ss ippian
( K i nderhook lan) smaller
forarmnifera from the
McCraney Limestone of
Missouri and Illinois
Geodata International. Aerial
radiometric and magnetic
survey, Burlington National
Topographic Map,
I 1 1 inois/Iowa/Mi ssour i ; New
York- I 1 1 i noi s Project
Grandt , Alten F. Problems in
reclaiming farmland in
I 1 1 i no i s
McSweeney, K Subsurface
horizon blending; an
alternative strategy to B
horizon replacement for the
construction of post-mined
soi 1 s
Snarski, R. R. Physical and
chemical characteristics of
pre-mine soils and post-mine
soil mixtures in Illinois
U. S. Geological Survey. Land
use and land cover and
associated maps for
Vincennes, Indiana.
Illinois, Kentucky
La Sal le County
Harrison, Wyman . Suitability
of dredged material for
reclamation of surface-mined
land- the Ottawa, Illinois,
Demonstration Project
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Lake County/Randolph County
Lake County
Reinertsen. David L. A guide
to The geology of the
Zion-Lake Bluff area
Lawrence County
Siefker, Joseph R. Gas
chromatographic
determination of organic
compounds in river water
Lee County
Geodata International. Aerial
radiometric and magnetic
survey, Burlington National
Topographic Map,
I 1 1 i noi s/Iowa/Mi ssour i ; New
York- I 1 1 i noi s Project
U . S. Geological Survey.
Aeromagnetic map of
northwestern Illinois
Livingston County
Killey, Myrna M. The Dwight
mi nera 1 og ica 1 zone of the
Yorkville Till Memoer
,
northeastern Illinois
Macon County
LinePack, Jerry A. The eastern
margin of the
Burl i ngton-Keokuk
(Valmeyeran) car-Donate dank
in I 1 1 i no i s
Macoupin County
Krothe, Noel C. Leaching of
metals and trace elements
from sul f i de-Pear i ng coal
waste in southwestern
111 i noi s
Madison County
L i neback , Jerry A. The eastern
margin of the
Burl i ngton-Keokuk
(Valmeyeran) carbonate bank
in I 1 1 i no i s
Treworgy, Colin G. Only
minable coal is salable coal
Mason County
Geodata International. Aerial
radiometric and magnetic
survey, Burlington National
Topographic Map,
I 1 1 i noi s/1 owa/M i ssour i ; New
York- I 1 1 i no i s Project
Massac County
Wescot t , W i 1 1 i am A
.
Deposit lonal setting and
history of the Tar Springs
Sandstone (Upper
M i ss i ss i pp i an ) , southern
I 1
1
inois
McDonough County
Geodata International. Aerial
radiometric and magnetic
survey, Burlington National
Topographic Map,
I 1 1 i no i s/ Iowa/M i ssour i ; New
York- I 1 1 i no i s Project
Kearney, Michael S.
Photometric detection of
soil moisture using color
and color infrared films
McHenry County
Cobb, James C. Application of
sedimentol ogy to development
of sand and gravel resources
in McHenry and Kane
counties, northeastern
I 1 1 i noi s
Fraser, Gordon S. Late
Wisconsinan proglacial
sedimentation along the West
Chicago Moraine in
northeastern II
1
inois
Mercer County
Omuet i , J. A. I. Fluorine
distribution with depth in
relation to profile
development in Illinois
Monroe County
Reinertsen, David L. A guide
to the geology of the
Water 1 oo-Va 1 meyer area
Montgomery County
Habermann, Gail M. Soil scape
analysis in terms of
pedogeomorph i c fabric; an
explanatory study
Lineback, Jerry A. The eastern
margin of the
Burl ington-Keokuk
(Valmeyeran) carbonate bank
in I 1 1 i noi s
Morgan County
Naymik, Thomas G.
Characterization of a
contaminant plume in ground
water, Meredosia, Illinois
Moultrie County
Sale, Michael John.
Optimization techniques for
instream flow allocations
Ogle County
U. S. Geological Survey.
Aeromagnetic map of
northwestern I 1 1 inois
Peoria County
Anonymous. Urban geology of
America; Peoria, Illinois
Perry County
Fraunfelter, George H.
Megafossil zonation of the
Lingle and St. Laurent
limestones (Middle Devonian)
of southern Illinois and
southeastern Missouri
Gruner, Dennis B. Geochemistry
of drainage from a coal
refuse pile. Pyramid Mine,
Perry County, Illinois
McSweeney, K. Subsurface
horizon blending; an
alternative strategy to B
horizon replacement for the
construction of post-mined
so i 1 s
Snarski, R. R. Physical and
chemical characteristics of
pre-mine soils and post-mine
soil mixtures in Illinois
Piatt County
LinePack, Jerry A. The eastern
margin of the
Burl ington-Keokuk
(Valmeyeran) carbonate bank
in I 1 1 i no i
s
Pike County
Frost, R. R. Effect of pH on
adsorption of arsenic ana
selenium from landfill
leachate by clay minerals
Lazaro, T. R. Seasonal
relations between streamflow
and suspended-sediment
di scharge
Pope County
Klasner, J. S. Geologic map of
the Lusk Creek Roadless
Area, Pope County, Illinois
Wescott
,
William A.
Deposit lonal setting and
history of the Tar Springs
Sandstone (Upper
Mi ss i ss lppi an ) , southern
II 1 i no i s
Pulaski County
Kolata, Dennis R. Structural
framework of the Mississippi
EmPayment of southern
Illinois; annual progress
report; fiscal year 1979
Randolph County
Indorante, S. J. Soil
variability on surface-mined
and undisturbed land in
southern II 1 i noi
s
Indorante. Sam J. Surface
mining and reclamation;
initial changes in soil
character
Lineback, jerry A. The eastern
margin of the
Burl ington-Keokuk
(Valmeyeran) carbonate bank
County Index 39
Randolph County/Winnebago County
in I 1 1 i no 1 s
Parmalee. Paul W. Vertebrate
remains from early European
and historic Indian
occupations at the Waterman
site. Randolph County.
I 1 1 i noi
s
Wescott, William A.
Depositional setting and
history of the Tar Springs
Sandstone (Upper
Miss i ss lppian) . southern
I 1 1 i noi s
Richland County
Mickle , James E
.
Perm i nera
1
i zed Alethopteris
from the Upper Pennsy
1
vanian
of Ohio and Illinois
Rock Island County
Leary, Richard L. Early
Pennsy 1 vani an geology and
paleobotany of the Rock
Island County, Illinois,
area; Part 1, Geology
Saint Clair County
Lineback. jerry A. The eastern
margin of the
Burl l ngton-Keokuk
(Valmeyeran) carbonate bank
in 1 1 1 i no i s
Sal ine County
L i ndorf f , David E
.
Hydrogeology of surface coal
m i nes in I 1 1 i noi
s
Nelson, W. John. The Cottage
Grove fault system in
southern I 1 1 inoi s
Phillips, Tom L. Paleoecology
of Middle Pennsy 1 vani an age
coal swamps in southern
Illinois; Herrin Coal Member
at Sahara Mine No. 6
Schuller, Rudolph M.
Evaluation of
1 aboratory-produced
leachates used for
environmental assessment of
coal refuse
S i ega 1 , Sherman M. Subsurface
geology of the upper
Tradewater and lower
Carbondale groups in
South-central Saline County,
I 1 1 i no is
Schuyler County
Geodata International. Aerial
radiometric and magnetic
survey, Burlington National
Topographic Map,
I 1 1 i noi s/ Iowa/Mi ssour i ; New
York- I 1 1 i no i s Project
Scotland County
Geodata International. Aerial
radiometric and magnetic
survey, Burlington National
Topographic Map,
I 1 1 i noi s/ Iowa/M i ssour i ; New
York-Illinois Project
Habermann, Gail M. Soilscape
analysis in terms of
pedogeomorphi c fabric; an
explanatory study
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Stephenson County
Daniels, J. J. Geophysical
well logs for drill hole
UPH-3, Stephenson County,
I 1 1 i no i s
U. S. Geological Survey.
Aeromagnetic map of
northwestern I 1 1 i no i
Whittecar, G. Richard.
Sedimentol ogy and palynology
of middle Wisconsinan
deposits in the Pecatonica
River valley, Wisconsin and
I 1 1 i noi s
Union County
Fraunfelter, George H.
Megafossil zonation of the
Lingle and St. Laurent
limestones (Middle Devonian)
of southern Illinois and
southeastern Missouri
Wescott , Wi 1 1 iam A
.
Depositional setting and
history of the Tar Springs
Sandstone (Upper
Mi ss l ss lppian)
,
southern
I 1 1 i no i s
Vermilion County
Jacobson, Russell J.
Strippable coal resources of
Illinois;. Part 7, Vermilion
and Edgar counties
Kempton, John P. Ground-water
resources of northern
Vermilion County, Illinois
Lineback, Jerry A. The eastern
margin of the
Burl i ngton-Keokuk
(Valmeyeran) carbonate bank
in I 1 1 i noi s
Moore, David Warren.
Stratigraphy of till and
lake beds of late
Wisconsinan age in Iroquois
and neighboring counties,
I 1 1 i noi s
Reinertsen, David L. A guide
to the geology of the
Danv i 1 1 e area
Warren County
Blacic, J. D. Thermomechanica
1
properties of Galesville
Sandstone
Geodata International. Aerial
radiometric and magnetic
survey, Burlington National
Topographic Map,
I 1 1 i no i s/Iowa/Mi ssour i ; New
York- I 1 1 i noi s Project
Wayne County
Cluff, Robert M. Natural gas
potential of the New Albany
Shale Group
( Devoni an-M i ss i ss ippi an ) in
southeastern Illinois
White County
Cluff, Robert M. Natural gas
potential of the New Albany
Shale Group
( Devoni an-M i ss i ss ipp ian ) in
southeastern Illinois
Whiteside County
U. S. Geological Survey.
Aeromagnetic map of
northwestern Illinois
Will County
Bardack , David. New agnathous
f i shes f rom the
Pennsy 1 vani an of Illinois
Hopkins, Lewis D. Analyzing
floodplain policies using an
interdependent land use
allocation model
Sasman, Robert T. Verification
of the potential yield and
chemical quality of the
shallow dolomite aquifer in
DuPage County, Illinois
Schultze, Hans-Peter.
Megapleuron zangerl i . a new
dipnoan from the
Pennsy 1 vani an , Illinois
Willi amson County
Nelson, W. John. The Cottage
Grove fault system in
southern Illinois
Winnebago County
U. S. Geological Survey.
Aeromagnetic map of
northwestern I 1 1 inois
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ROCK-UNIT INDEX
Aux Vases Sandstone
Cluff, Robert M. Middle
Mississippian carbonates of
the Illinois Basin; a
seminar ana core workshop
Backbone Limestone
Goodwin, Jonathan H.
High-ca 1 c ium,
high-reflectance limestone
resources of Illinois
Banner Formation
Burris, Charles B. Assessment
of a regional aquifer in
centra 1 I 1 1 i noi s
Kempton. John P. Ground-water
resources of northern
Vermilion County, Illinois
Bel le River Coal
Nance, Roger B. Strippable
coal resources of Illinois;
Part 8, Central and
southeastern counties
Bond Formation
Nance, Roger B. Strippable
coal resources of Illinois;
Part 8, Central and
southeastern counties
Reinertsen, David L. A guide
to the geology of the
Danv i 1 1 e area
Borden Siltstone
Lineback, Jerry A. The eastern
margin of the
Burl i ngton-Keokuk
(Valmeyeran) carbonate bank
in I 1 1 i noi
s
Bristol Hill Coal
Nance, Roger B. Strippable
coal resources of Illinois;
Part 8, Central and
southeastern counties
Bur 1 i ngton L i mestone
Goodwin, Jonathan H.
H lgh-ca Icium,
high-reflectance limestone
resources of Illinois
Lane, H Richard. The
Burl i ngton Shel
f
(Mi ss i ss i ppian.
North-central United States)
Lineback, Jerry A. The eastern
margin of the
Burl i ngton-Keokuk
(Valmeyeran) carbonate bank
in I 1 1 inoi s
Cahoki a Al luvium
Burris, Charles B. Assessment
of a regional aquifer in
centra 1 I 1
1
i noi s
Calhoun Coal
M i ck 1 e , James E
.
Permi nera 1 1 zed Alethopteris
from the Upper Pennsy 1 vani an
of Ohio and Illinois
Carbondale Formation
Bardack, David. New agnatnous
f i shes f rom the
Pennsy 1 van i an of Illinois
Jacobson, Russell J.
Strippable coal resources of
Illinois; Part 7, Vermilion
and Edgar counties
Krothe, Noel C. Leaching of
metals and trace elements
from sul
f
i de-bear i ng coal
waste in southwestern
I 1 1 inoi
s
Nance. Roger B. Strippable
coal resources of Illinois;
Part 8, Central and
southeastern counties
Phillips, Tom L. Paleoecology
of Middle Pennsy 1 vanian age
coal swamps in southern
Illinois; Herrin Coal Member
at Sahara Mine No. 6
Reinertsen, David L. A guide
to the geology of the
Danv i 1 1 e area
Schultze, Hans-Peter.
Megapleuron zangerli, a new
dipnoan from the
Pennsy 1 vanian , Illinois
Shabica, Charles W.
Sedimentary structures from
the Carbondale Formation
(Middle Pennsy 1 van i an ) of
northern 111 i no i s
S i ega 1 , Sherman M Subsurface
geology of the upper
Tradewater and lower
Carbondale groups in
South-central Saline County,
I 1 1 l noi s
Carmi Clay Member
Moore, David Warren.
Stratigraphy of till and
lake beds of late
Wisconsinan age in Iroquois
and neignboring counties,
I 1 1 i no i s
Cedar Valley Formation
Winkle, Candace J. The
pa 1 eoenv i ronment of the
Cedar Valley Limestone
(Middle Devonian) in
northwestern Illinois
Clayton Formation
Kolata, Dennis R. Structural
framework of the Mississippi
Embayment of southern
Illinois; annual progress
report; fiscal year 1979
Colchester (No. 2) Coal Member
Lindorff, David E.
Hydrogeology of surface coal
m i nes in I 1 1 i no i s
Conemaugh Group
M ick 1 e , James E .
Permi nera 1 i zed Aletnooteris
from the Upper Pennsy 1 van i an
of Ohio and Illinois
Cypress Formation
Sullivan, Dan M. A study of
Indiana fault locations,
displacements, attitudes and
ages within a 200-mile
radius of New Madrid,
Missouri; annual progress;
fiscal year 1979
Danvi
1
le Coal
Jacobson, Russell J.
Strippable coal resources of
Illinois; Part 7, Vermilion
and Edgar counties
Nelson, w. John Faults and
their effect on coal mining
in I 1 1 i no i s
A 1
Dunleith Limestone/McLeansboro Group
Dunleith Limestone
Goodwin, Jonathan H.
H
i
gn-ca 1 c ium,
high-reflectance limestone
resources of Illinois
Duquesne Coal
Mick 1 e , James E
.
Permi neral i zed Alethopteris
from the Upper Pennsy 1 vanian
of Oh i o and I 1 1 i no i s
Dykersburg Shale
Chugh, Y. P. Moisture
adsorption and swelling
behavior of the Dykersburg
Sha le
>
Equa 1 i ty Format i on
Moore, David Warren.
Stratigraphy of till and
lake beds of late
Wisconsinan age in Iroquois
and neighboring counties,
I 1 1 i noi s
Fern Glen Limestone
Lane, H. Richard. The
Burlington Shelf
( Mi ss i ss ippian ,
North-central United States)
Fort Payne Formation
Tripp, Angela M. Lower
Mi ss i ss i ppi an Fort Payne
Formation of southern
II 1 i noi
s
Galesville Sandstone
Elacic, J. D. Thermomechan i ca
1
properties of Galesville
Sandstone
Glasford Formation
Burns. Charles B. Assessment
of a regional aquifer in
centra 1 I 1 1 i no i s
Kempton, John P. Ground-water
resources of northern
Vermilion County, Illinois
Glen Dean Limestone
Goodwin, Jonathan H.
High-ca 1 c i urn,
high-reflectance limestone
resources of Illinois
Grand Tower Limestone
Goodwin, Jonathan H.
H lgh-ca 1 c ium,
high-reflectance limestone
resources of Illinois
Guttenberg Formation
Kol ata , Denni s R .
Anoma 1 ocyst i t id mitrates
(Stylophora-Echi node rmat a
)
from the Champl a i n lan
(Middle Ordovician)
Guttenberg Formation of the
Upper Mississippi Valley
region
Haney Limestone
Goodwin, Jonathan H.
High-cal cium,
high-reflectance limestone
resources of Illinois
Harrisburg No. 5 Coal
Nelson, W. John. Faults and
their effect on coal mining
in I 1 1 i noi s
Herri n Coal
Fraser, H. L. Analytical
transmission electron
microscopy in minerals
process ing
Jacobson , Russell J.
Strippable coal resources of
Illinois; Part 7, Vermilion
and Edgar counties
L indorf f , David E
.
Hydrogeology of surface coal
m i nes in I 1 1 i noi
s
Nelson, W. John. Faults and
their effect on coal mining
in I 1 1 i noi s
Phillips, Tom L. Paleoecology
of Middle Pennsy 1 van i an age
coal swamps in southern
Illinois; Herrin Coal Member
at Sahara Mine No. 6
Joachim Dolomite
Swingen, Regina Anne.
Evaluation of the St. Peter
Sandstone and Joachim
Dolomite for compressed air
energy storage, with
emphasis on thermal
propert ies
Joliet Formation
Frest, T. J. New Manicrinidae
(Crinoidea, Inadunata,
Dendrocr i ni na ) from the
Silurian of Illinois and
I ndiana
Kankakee Formation
Schultze, Hans-Peter.
Megapleuron zangerl i
,
a new
dipnoan from the
Pennsy 1 van i an , Illinois
Keokuk Limestone
Lineback, Jerry A. The eastern
margin of the
Burl i ngton-Keokuk
(Valmeyeran) carbonate bank
in I 1 1 i noi s
Kewanee Group
jacobson, Russell J.
Strippable coal resources of
Illinois; Part 7, Vermilion
and Edgar counties
Leary, Richard L. Early
Pennsy
1
vanian geology and
paleobotany of the Rock
Island County, Illinois,
area; Part 1, Geology
Phillips, Tom L. Paleoecology
of Middle Pennsy 1 vani an age
coal swamps in southern
Illinois; Herrin Coal Member
at Sahara Mine No. 6
L ingle Limestone
Fraunfelter, George H.
Megafossil zonation of the
L ingle and St. Laurent
limestones (Middle Devonian)
of southern Illinois and
southeastern Missouri
Loudon Coal
Nance, Roger B. Strippable
coal resources of Illinois;
Part 8, Central and
southeastern counties
Mahomet Sand Member
Kempton, John P. Ground-water
resources of northern
Vermilion County, Illinois
Martintown Unit
Whittecar, G. Richard.
Sed i mentol ogy and palynology
of middle Wisconsinan
deposits in the Pecatonica
River valley, Wisconsin and
II 1 inoi
s
Mattoon Formation
Nance, Roger B. Strippable
coal resources of Illinois;
Part 8, Central and
southeastern counties
McCormick Group
jacobson, Russell J.
Strippable coal resources of
Illinois; Part 7, Vermilion
and Edgar counties
Leary. Richard L. Early
Pennsylvaman geology and
paleobotany of the Rock
Island County, Illinois,
area; Part 1. Geology
McCraney Limestone
Conkin, James E. Early
Mi ss i ss ippian
(K i nderhook i an ) smaller
foraminifera from the
McCraney Limestone of
Missouri and Illinois
McLeansboro Group
Jacobson, Russell J.
Strippable coal resources of
Illinois; Part 7, Vermilion
and Edgar counties
Mick le, James E
.
Perminera
1
i zed Alethopteris
from the Upper Pennsylvaman
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Meppen Limestone/Tradewater Grou
of Ohio and Illinois
Meppen Limestone
Lane, H. Richard. The
Bur 1 1 ngton Shel
f
( Mi ss i ss lppi an
,
North-central United States)
Modesto Formation
Nance, Roger B. Strippable
coal resources of Illinois;
Part 8, Central and
southeastern counties
Reinertsen. David L. A guide
to the geology of the
Danv i 1 1 e area
Neda Iron Formation
Kean , Willi am F
.
Pa 1 eomagnet i sm of the Late
Ordovician Neda iron ore
from Wisconsin, Iowa and
111 i no i s
New Albany Shale Group
Barrows, Mary H. Petrology and
maturation of dispersed
organic matter in the New
Albany Shale Group of the
1 1 1 i no i s Bas in
Cluff, Robert M. Natural gas
potential of the New Albany
Shale Group
(Devoni an-M i ss i ss ipp ian ) in
southeastern Illinois
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